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Gary Sheffield Up To
Life’s Challenges

A Profile In Courage
ST. PETERSBURG-To

ever, I have great respect and
admiration for Nurse Johnnie

by Renee Bloch Shallouf
’ TAMPA - Gaiy Antonian

(more than his fair share?)
Sheffield has reached the high

be courageous requires no
exceptional qualifications, no

Keibo who was working at the
Pinellas
County
Health

Sheffield did not shrink in the

magic formula, and no special
combination oftime, place and

Department, and the person

est pinnacle in baseball, that of
World Series Champion.
Could it be that the obstacles

by Dianne Speights

fece of adversity growing up.

Health Department I am sure
many people still remember

In fact, challenge swelled the
now 29-year old professional
baseball player.
His childhood environ

courage is embodied in the life

Nurse Kerbo”, she echoed.
While Yopp was a nuising stu

ment, a less than privileged
neighborhood in Tampa, Flori

and career of Nurse Marie

dent she could not get a job at

da, could have excused him

local Tampa team. Okay, so it

Yopp.
Young Marie Yopp as pic
tured devoted her life trying to

Mercy Hospital. “Thanks to
Nurse Keibo, she expressed in

from success at a tender age,
but it didn’t. The teenage years,

was the Little League World
Series, but in the heart of that

a very gentle voice, for asking
me to fill in for her for a few

spent fielding baseballs in a
deserted neighborhood lot

week at the Pinellas County
Health Department. Yopp
attended Florida A&M Uni

rather than on a sophisticated
playing field, also could have
deterred him from success, but

12-year old boy, it was a big
league experience. Although
his team lost to Taiwan 4-3,
Sheffield hit a single and a

circumstances. It is an oppor
tunity that eventually is pre
sented to us all. One stoiy of

help people. Mrs. Yopp bom in
1913 was one of five black
nuises serving St. Peteisbuig
in the mid-1940s. “Some peo

who introduced me to the

ple thought I was the first black versity’s nursing school and
Please see pg. 6
nurse,” she expressed. “How-.

Marie Yopp

they didn’t either.

themselves fueled him to suo
ceed?
Sheffield’s first World
Series experience came in
1980 when he played for a

double during his four times at
bat

Please see pg. 2

In spite of the hurdles

Gary Sheffield
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A Credit Plan For You!
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Free Gift Just For Coming In.
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WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE
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City Hall Mural Is
Subject Of
Community
Forum---------------

SEPTEMBER 19, 1998

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

ThePresident,AmericaandHypocrisy
- by JolmE. Warren

giveness ofour leaders and ourselves as we have sinned against

' SAN DIEGO, CA- President Qinton has made his mis-! ■ God. As individuals and as a nation we need to pray Psalms
i takes and like all of us on questions of moral issues, he, God,

51:1-17-“Have mercy upon me, 0 God, according fe toy lov-

: and his family must deal with the hurt, healing and forgiveness.; : ing kindness; according unto the multitude of fey tender meh

Lillian Williams
Celebrates Grand
Birthday----- ------

But for the rest ofAmerica, it seems like a good time to sound ; ; des blot out my transgressions. Wash me thoroughly from i
a reminder from

toe bock qf Micah in fee Old Testament.;

“What doth fee Lord-require of thee, but to do justly, and to

my transgressions: and my sin is ever before me. Against thee,;

' love mercy''ll
It

mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin. For I acknowledge

and that White

feee only, have 1 sinned ;md done this evil in toy sight: that thou
mightest be justified when thou speakest, and be clear when

Republicans in particular have fee exclusive rights to foigive

thou judgest. Behold, I was shapen in iniquity; and in sin did

ness and lile without sm or wwkie The talk show fa»t, sell

i my mother conceive me. Behold, thou desirest truth in fee

righteous arri feose who act like feey have known no sin, veiy

toward parts; and in fee hidden part thou shalt make me to

much remind us bf fee people who confronted Jesus wife fee

know wisdom. Puige me wife hyssop, arid I shall be clean;

woman caughtin adultery. Weteaowtoat he told them ‘let he ■■ wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. Make me to hear joy
who is without sin cast the firststone.” We also know that when
■ Jesus finished

’’ImisUm. fee

and gladness feat the bones which thou has broken may rejoice.
Hide to| face from my sins, and blot out all mine iniquities.:

sand he looked up and asked

“Woman, where are your accusers.” J

: Create to me a dean heart, O God; and renew a right spirit1

/ , America! How caoyo throw stones at President Bill Qin-,/ , within me. Cast me not away from thy Holy Spirit from me.
ton when in aH his sto he isareflection ofora “situation etoics.’’
WehmeKmmedQo&wi&pr&ywbam

\

tutions, we have taken toe 10 commandments out ot our

ItestoMviVD rite fee joy cf toy salvation; and uphold me with/
be& Spirit. Then will 1 teach transgressois
and :
; sinners shall be converted unto thee. Deliver mefrom blood
> guiltiness, O God, thou God of ray salvation; and rriy tongue I

Trust’ are afraid of offending non-believers. We have openly : shall sing aloud of toy righteousness. O Lewd, open thou ray '

Omali Yeshitela
by I.B, White

during a case that twice went

ST. PET ERSBURG - An to the Supreme Court of the
important part of 1960’s Civil United States, spent two years
rights history may be working in a maximum security prison,
its way toward closure.
For the intervening 32 years,
On Tuesday, September the panel where the mural
22, a community forum hosted stood has remained blank,

embraced homosexual life styles, same sex marriages, murder

lips; arid my mouth shall show forth toy praise. For thou

by dxation, theft and di^mesty and to^ we

desirest not sacrifice, else would I give it: thou delightest not in

expectation

vu

We say that all men are created equal and then we take
away respect and equality based on fee color of one’s skin and /
not fee content of our character. How can we talk about

burnt offering. The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit a bro
ken and contrite heart, 0 God, thou wilt not despise.”
Maybe then God will foigive us and we can foigive others.
Thai we can apply laws andjudgmentst Kings and Presidents.

impeaching Qinton without impeaching ourselves. We have a / But those of us who would speak and judge must ourselves be
Congress full of adulterers, liars, homosexuals and thieves.; clean. Sto is not a political thing. It’s a God Thing,
People who sell government to the highest bidder like fee j

for att efus fo get it daffi,11

We asa nation neetftopmy fa foigiveness aol for the for

Hall and how to commemo- of the stairwell) to replace the

Enoch Davis Center, 1111- appropriate response to the
18th Avenue South, beginning December 1966 events that
at 6:00 p.m.

IF YOU THINK CLINTON SHOULD RESIGN
OR BE IMPEACHED
CALL 1 900 976-3647

Some historical review the beginning of the Civil
Movement

in

St.

readers and recently-arrived Petersbuig.
residents. Until December of
That group, the Concerned
1996, a racially offensive Citizens Action Committee,

upbeat. Spotted on the dance
floor were Lorenzo Johnson,

Wiliams on September 12,
1998 at the Grand Premier

the great, with Ms. Susie
Baker from New York. Some

Lounge at 2401
Avenue North.

of fee 150 guests were Lee
Buigess, Ruth Mae Harper

Albany

sparkling

hubby

Otis,

Aduny

Williams, Bettie Mae Grant,

gowns, some casual, but the
beat kept going.

Fannie Miller, Mme Betty

This birthday was given
with all honors. The birthday
lady entered in red, looking

Young, Josephine Barton,
Debra Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Jody Washington, Mr. and

sweet and neat. The crowd fol
lows with toasts and cocktails

Mrs. Afred Barton, Jr., Agnes
Grady, Ms. Lott, Earnest Gray,

of all kinds with guest and

Annie Lee Taylor, Autheine

An assorted fruit table plus

IF YOU THINK CLINTON SHOULD REMAIN IN OFFICE
AND BE FORGIVEN
CALL 1 900 786-4487

and

beaded

friends.

some historians say marked

may be necessary for young Rights

chatting, in full swing by the

TAMPA-It’s a Grand
Birthday Party for Ms. Lillian

glasses,

seek citizen input about what ate two murals (a sister mural
to do with a blank wall at City still hangs on the opposite side
rate the event that has left the original artwork, a historically. wall blank for" 32 years. The minded citizen’s group was
forum will be held at the formed to explore a more

by Lorenzo Johnson

The scene was sparkling

money changers Christ found in fee temple.

by the bi-racial Concerned CitWhen the City recently
izens Action Committee will commissioned an artist to cre-

Lillian Williams

all kind of goodies were avail
able. The grand bar was
opened to all at no expense.
Everyone began to hear

Kindsey, E.N. Cassava, Robert

Qark, Azlee Dixon, Harold
Williams and son, Peter Rab
bit, Crist Style, Tapalo Wig
gins, Qarence Terrell, Shirley
Coleman and many more.
Photos by Buigess.

Please see pg. 4

sounds of music. Dancing and

mural hung for decades in fee subsequently met wife Mayor
main stairwell of St. Peters^ David Fischer, fee Arts Comburg’s city hall. It depicted mission and fee City Council,

Rev. Lowity, SR. Guest Speaker
At Pastor's Emeritus Day

white picnickers being enter- gaining support for a visible,
tained by grotesque caricatures on-site commemoration of fee
of black musicians wife huge 1966 event, an apology to fee
lips and monkey-like limbs. African-American community
For years, citizen’s groups and the restoration of

TAMPA-For tois was

Oretha Wright and included

truly a blessed day in the Ltird

choir selections, observations,

ing message that penetrated

as many communities in
Tampa honored one Of their
own, Rev. Dr. A. Leon Lowry

special presentations, musical

the hearts and souls of those

meditations, scripture read

who were in attendance.

ings, greetings and remarks.

Sr. at their First Annual Pas

Eveiyone enjoyed the fellow

The Planning Committee
for the Pastor Emeritus Day

man, Omali Yeshitela) tore fee making history.
offending mural from fee wall
Additional information
and marched it through fee can be obtained by calling

tor’s Emeritus Day during the
11:00 a.m service held at Beu

ship of dining immediately
after the seryice.

Ellen Duhart, William Harris,

lah

Institutional

The guest speaker was
introduced by A Leon Lowry,

Betty Briggs Johnson, Judge

streets of downtown St. Peters 867-2675 or 821-6635.

On Sunday, September 13,
1998 the program for this spe

Jr. lhe speaker for the after

Joe Lynch, Rosa Martin, Harry

noon, Rev. Dr. A. Leon Lowry,
Sr.,-Pastor Emeritus brought

Mitchell, Robert Nixon, Gloria

from the Black community Yeshitela’s civil rights.
had met wife city officials
Just what form feat com
requesting fee removal of fee memoration should take is fee
mural, to no effect. InDecem- subject of fee forum at fee
ber of 1966 a young black Enoch Davis Center. Forum
activist named Joseph Waller oiganizers have invited all citi(now Uhuru movement chair-' zens to attend and take part in

Baptist

Church.

burg. Waller was arrested, and

L-R: Chairperson Oretha Wright and Rev. Leon Lowry, Sr.

cial service was presided by

forth a wonderful and impact

included:

Grace

Bowden,

Perry Little, Grenda Lynch,

Please see pg. 10
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Do You

*? Gary Sheffiek,, mI,,
A vision of becoming a
professional .baseball player
began to play out in Sheffield’s
young mind.
Sheffield honed his base
ball skills by fielding balls off
an uncle’s bat at a vacant lot in

(his fourth season with the
team), and was selected to the
All-Star Game for the third
time in his career.
Sheffield, who now enjoys
one of the richest contracts in
baseball histoiy and currently

fee neighborhood. (That uncle,
Dwight Gooden, himself

plays for the LA Dodgers

became a prolific MLB player

could step into fee batters box

in fee 1980s). Gooden, four

each day and go home to count
his money each night.

years Sheffield’s senior, relent
lessly dragged Sheffield out of

It could be that simple, but
it’s not. Instead, Sheffield is

bed to practice at fee crack of

now paying back a communi
ty feat, while he grew up was
not itself very giving.
Not one to rest on laurels

dawn and,

in Sheffield’s

words, “wouldn’t let me eat
breakfast, shower, nothing.”
The early-morning dedica
tion paid off. At Tampa’s
Hillsborough High, Sheffield’s
outstanding

abilities

soon

gained national acclaim. Base
ball America called him fee

alone, in early May, Sheffield
founded Gary Sheffield Lim
ousine, an upscale limousine
service catering to the Tampa
Bay area. His timing may have
been perfect: St. Petersburg

nation’s top high school player
and Sports Illustrated ranked
him among the top draft

just welcomed its first-ever
professional baseball team and

choice

the cusp of a long anticipated
revitalization.
Sheffield’s

picks

for

1986.

According to his high school

downtown St. Petersbuig is on

coach, Billy Reed, “Already at
17, he carried himself like a

enterprise, which already has

pro.”
Fresh out of high school, in

payroll, could help launch the

two dozen employees on fee

June 1986, six months after

downtown’s rebirth.
‘I always knew that if I

celebrating his 17th birthday

was blessed wife financial suc

and days after becoming the
Gatorade Circle of Champions

cess, I would give back to my
community,” Sheffield said,

National High School Base

the day Gary Sheffield Limou

ball Player of the Year,
Sheffield reported to fee Mil

sine celebrated its grand open

waukee

Brewers’ Helena,

ing at the St. Petersbuig Muse
um of History. “It was just a

Montana rookie league team.
(He was fee Brewers’ first pick

matter of when, not if”

and fee draffs sixth pick over

eneigize St. Petersbuig’s econ

all.) By the age of 19, Gaiy

omy: a print business, special

Sheffield has ofeer plans to

Antonian Sheffield had earned

izing in digital imaging, and a

Class AAA status and was
playing third base for the

spa and salon.
All three enterprises will

Brewers.
On March 27, 1992, fee

eventually benefit fee oigani

Brewers traded Sheffield to fee

heart-fee Gaiy Sheffield Foun

San Diego Padres. He played
for fee Padres only briefly (he
was traded to fee Florida Mar
lins June 24,1993), but he left
a major mark in feeir record

dation, which Sheffield estab
lished in 1997. Aportion of fee
proceeds will be donated to the

book

ronment feat is conducive to
personal, professional and

zation most dear to Sheffield’s

by becoming the

youngest batting champion in
30 years (at 23 years of age),

foundation, which plans to
provide children with an envi

spiritual growth by improving

and by placing third in MVP

community sports facilities

voting.
Sheffield joined fee Flori

and parks. He also intends to
create neighborhood learning

da Marlins during the team’s

centers that provide after

inaugural year. Five seasons

school

later fee Marlins celebrated a

build self-esteem and good

seventh-game win over fee
Cleveland Indians to take the

moral character, and identify

1997 World Series, fee quick

tutoring programs,

career opportunities.
The Tampa neighborhood
of his youth, starved for such

est achievement of its kind by
an expansion team. The previ

programs, is first on the foun

ous year, Sheffield had rewrit

dation’s agenda.

ten fee Marlins’s record book

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDA’"

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of

® tje JBeefelg

When you play, we all win
It’s been ten years since the Lottery came to Florida and its purpose

Challenger

has always been the same. To raise money for education.
Has it been a success ?
Yes. In fact, no other lottery in the history of the country has ever raised
so much money in its first decade — nearly 8 billion dollars.

• Business Ads
STUDENTS & PARENTS

• Birthday Pictures

DO YOE HAVE A CARD YET? (Pre-printed digits)

• Special Section Ads
Do you get nervous when
someone asks for your
phone number and home
address. That's a thing of
the past. Sample our
personal cards with your full
color photo and your
choice of- text information
for FREE + $1,00 to help
cover postage. Call
544-1292 for any details.

Some of the most popular and visible uses of Lottery dollars are the funding
of the highly successful Pre-Kindergarten Program and the new
Bright Futures College Scholarship Program.
Both programs are giving children a better chance to succeed in school and life.
Lottery earnings add to the state’s financial growth every week and provide funds
for public education that would otherwise have to be raised through higher taxes.
So if you’re wondering who will win the Florida Lottery this week,

• Church Ads

the answer is simple: all of us.

Advertise In The
Paper That's
Challenging Your
Competition

Florida Lottery

When you play, we all win
For more inlofmation. visit our website at wwyuflaloUerv.
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Life Is What You EnvisionIt To Be------ -----------------------by Junious Ricardo Stanton
"To imagine something,

potential to bring that
'something1 into being. Thus
people who take a tragic
view of life and are always
expecting the worst usually
manifest that reality. .Those
who expect that things will
work together for the good
usually experience just that.
In the realm of the sacred,
this concept is taken even
further, for what is magic

is large. If one can imagine

Speaking
To The
People

something, it has, at least,
the potential to exist."
Malidoma Patrice SomeAfrican Shaman
Thought and imagina
tion are the precursor of all

by W.F. Allen

admonish the seeker of truth

to closely focus one's
thoughts upon it, has the

but the ability to focus
thought and energy to get
results on the human plane.
The Dagara view of reality

ir

3

that

exists.

All

ancient

teaching, oral and written,

Did w3e as Africans in
America create our holo
caust? In a way. Africans
bartered with! Europeans

or manifest itself in our tour people, the world and
lives.
reality do you conjure up in
So, did our ancestors your mental laboratory?
imagine Arab and European How do you see yourself?

good thoughts, speak good

who had diabolical inten
tions. They went for the
'okey-doke' and when they

slavery, imperialism and
colonialism? No, but the
Arabs and Europeans did

people? Do you envision us

Marcus Mosiah Garvey
visualized African people

words and do good deeds.

realized the real deal, it was

We are spiritual beings
clothed in a magnificent

too late. They succumbed to
the superior weaponry, wan

and they earnestly set out to
make it real! Our error was

as positive, progressive,
proactive and productive? If

running independent coun
tries, engaging in com

physical body. As such we
are offshoots of the 'First
Cause' which is spirit. We

ton aggression and trickery
of the enemy. The alcohol
Europeans used to under
mine our morality and dis

not trusting our intuition
which must have told us

not, why not? Do you
believe black people are

merce, free and unfettered.
Elijah Muhammad envi

something was amiss with
these people. In fact; the

capable of greatness? If not,

sioned black folks owning

why not, given the over
whelming evidence that we

land, feeding and clothing
themselves, respecting each

are? Why are you using your

other and doing for our
selves. Are these pipe

or students of The Way', to
guard their thoughts, attune
to the higher and more posi
tive mental frequencies, or
in ancient wording, think

have

affinity

with

Our

Europeans mocked us for
being child like and too
trusting. We still fall for the

source. By virtue of the fact
we are alive, we have
power, the animating life
force in which we live,

strategy worked worldwide
and it's still going strong
today.

same ol' game, believing
their rhetoric rather than

move and have our very
being. With that life force

When we look at .ourselfes in the mirror of our

evaluating them on and
holding them accountable

comes consciousness, the
ability to think and to pro
ject our thoughts outwardly

lives (our life experiences

for their behavior.

are merely a reflection of
our consciousness, our val
ues, belief system, aspira
tions, what we think is pos

But, all is not lost.
Imagination is a powerful

into the world and to create
and interpret our own reali
ty. I repeat, we are far from
powerless. In fact we have
the power to create our own
reality/destiny!!

orient us succeeded. Their

own ignorance and unwill
ingness to think for our
selves.

What is your self-image?
How do you see African

powers against yourself? If
you don't see yourself as
lovely, lovable, worthy,

dreams and idle fantasies?
Or, are they well within the

competent and capable you
are sabotaging yourself and
the race! What prevents you
from creating the image of

tool and is not' too late to
harness it for our revival,

healthy, strong, sane, loving
black folks in your mind?
Given that we all have the

are forced to conclude that if

regeneration and restora
tion. How do you use your

power to think and imagine
anything we want, what pre

we can imagine something,
it has the potential to exist

powers of imagination?
What images of yourself,

vents us from seeing black
people in a positive, life-

sible and our self-image) we

affirming light? The answer
is nothing. Nothing but our

realm of possibility? As
Brother Some reiterated, the
ability to focus thought and
energy gets results on the
human plane. The sooner we
understand and consistently
apply these principles in a
positive fashion (most of us
already use them to our
detriment), the better off we
will be.

Should You Have Buddy MacKay Deserves Better From
To Make A Choice? His Party--------------------- —--------------------

Have you ever heard the
phrase, "Sticks and stones
will hurt my bones, but
words can never hurt me."
This statement is so wrong.
And why would any human
being need to make SUCH
a choice?
It is so true, sticks and
stones and knives and guns,
certainly will hurt or kill a
person. Words can never
hurt me! This is such an old
"wrong" statement. Words

ifest into a hate as the days

grow longer. The child who
has no self confidence
because of the emotional
trauma from a loved
guardian who spoke hurtful
words.
At an early age, the
child will find confidence
in a war gang and will
destroy the person that
would not love him or her
as they deserved to be

other people through is
unreal.

loved.
Do not put a child on
this earth only to make his
or her life a disaster. Words
will hurt and words will
stick in a person's mind, big

There are thousands of
adults and children going

or small, old or young, for
ever.

through emotional, mental
turmoil because of words!

People only go through
emotional abuse until the

can hurt a person. The men
tal artgUlSH, Fhe emotional

upheaval some people put

Look at this society.
America, the land of the

day comes that revenge is

free. America, the land

Be kind. You're only

due.

It is with some personal
pain that I watched over the
last year what the Democrat
party has done to a good
man and a good candidate
for governor, Buddy Mac
Kay. We are fortunate in
Florida that we have two
individuals running for gov
ernor, both honest, both
decent, and both truly dedi
cated to making Florida a
better state. However, Jeb
Bush has received the total
support of the Republican
party, allowing him to cam
paign early for nontradi-

tional Republican votes in

American leaders and vot

our inner cities and with
African Americans.

ers which, to this date, have

On the other hand, from
the very start Democrats

had a meeting looking for a

MacKay and his chance to
win. Who can forget the
problems the Democrat par

candidate
other
than
MacKay who, in their opin
ion, could win. The press

ty created when in the State
House of Representatives,
they replaced Willie Logan

had a field day with this.
Finally, Buddy looked like
he had turned the corner

as the speaker designate
with
Representative
Mackenzie
from
Ft.
Lauderdale. This caused
problems with African-

when he got Senator Rick
Dantzler to drop out of the

bv Joseph E. Lowery
The attorney general of
these United States seems
battle weary. It is a stressful

even prefaced her announce
ment of the investigation by
declaring that she really had

England. The Ameri Corner

no reason to expect the limit
ed investigation to yield any

a small child that will man-

Black Farmers NAACP Saving
Black-Owned Land

tion of Martin Luther King,

resources to engage in such
sophisticated and surrepti
tious maneuvering. The Amen
Corner firmly believes that

A national information and education campaign to save
black farmers and black-owned'land has been launched by
the
Atlanta-based
Federation
of
Southern
Cooperatives/Land Assistance Fund (FSC/LAF). It focus
es on five key areas of agricultural risks and land loss:
production, marketing, financial, legal and human

governor and Representa
tive Keith Arnold to drop

passports and other papers, as
well as funds to flee to
Canada,
Portugal
and

to pressure to reopen the
investigation of the assassina

here for a short time. No
one has the right to inflict
such words.

race and run as lieutenant

financial

or

intellectual

tary of Agriculture Bob
Drawford, jumped ship and
endorsed Jeb Bush. Rumors

able to attack and has spent
most of his time and energy
defending his back.
So there is no mistake
by anyone reading this, I am

He did not think I would
win. That kind of statement

supporting and will vote for
Jeb Bush. However, as I

Democrat party.

are out that there will be
endorsements by several
other
key
Democrats,
including black legislators,

type of thing happen to me
ernor, when a major
Republican broke his com
mitment to support me after
the first primary becvause

run a very good campaign.
But MacKay's big problem
is that he has never been

the good book is right when it

ing limited about death. There

declares that the truth will set

shot was fired, and he has

is no statute of limitation on

you free.- The limited truth
that we've been fed has

confessed a role in a conspir

that one seeks only a limited

trapped us in confusion and
skepticism.

to name others if he were
granted immunity.

number of facts? Only partial
truth, rather than all?

The FBI had to know that
Ray was stalking King. A few

We plead with the district

murder.. What is a limited
investigation? Does it mean

Unanswered

questions

and contradictory answeers
have plagued the investiga

weeks before Martin's last
journey to Memphis, he visit

acy to kill Martin. He vowed

becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy. Buddy MacKay
deserves better from the

Gibbons refused, saying that
he wanted to prosecute

throughout the black community'. Even though the vast
majority of black farmers are in the South, experts say

was arrested iin Europe, con
fessed the crime, then recant

they are reaching out to the entire black community,
because there are numerous absentee land owners around

People's campaign. Later, we

chance of prosecuting without
the confession. There is no

ed. Ray is supposed to have

were advised that James Earl
Ray had come to Birmingham

thirst and hunger for truth in
the prosecutor's office among

fled Memphis following the
shooting in a white Mustang

from California at the same
time.

other places in Memphis.

while radio transmittals re
ported sightings of the Mus

The FBI planted at least
one informer on our staff at

tang exiting the area in every
direction, simultaneously.

SCLC. The FBI sent a con
cocted, distorted tape record

attorney general, a decent and
sincere woman, is suffering

Government

intelligence

ing to Mrs. King in a scur

from battle weariness and job

rilous attempt to smear Mar

fatigue. The Amen Corner
first suspected as much when

members to assist black farmers and address black land

agents and sharpshooters
were in Memphis at the time.
Both the FBI and Ray were

loss issues at a three-day conference recently in Alabama.
The NAACP passed a resolution in July supporting black

stalking. King, Ray, a bungl
ing operator at best, was cred
ited with being able to obtain

Several representatives of the FSC/LAF will assist in

credentials of more than one

the NAACP training. They have also agreed to assist the,

person who resembled him
enough tb facilitate his pas

accompanying note urged Dr.
King to commit suicide. Can
a limited investigation deal
adequately with such shame
ful and obscene behavior? It
is very possible that we may

two extremes ... an<J certainly
does not have the moral

FBI, a high government offi
cial and a political machine in

authority to declare him inno
cent. I pray for the grace to

Missouri.
Truth is a liberating
force. Healing and reconcilia
tion can flow in streams of
truth. The forces of hatred and
greed with their instruments
of violence are still operative.
They wreak devastation and

the way, Ray's brother who

lock us in prisons of racism,
fear and alienation. Truth,

reached the same conclusion.
Others, including members of

now says he will identify the
killers for a price, told a pas

pursued with unlimited determination, can set us free!

the King family, have stated
their belief in Ray's inno

tor in St. Louis just that short
ly after his brother was con

cence. The Amen Comer is
somewhere between these

victed for free. He is sup

Dr. Lowery is chairman of the
Black Leadership Forum and

posed to have accused the

president emeritus of SCLC.

Amen!

"Finally, I
fefel like
spnxeone's
listening...

There is no thirst for truth in a
limited investigation.
It does suggest that the

she refused to name a credible
panel to investigate the fire
bombing of a militant Afri
can-American newspaper in
Mississippi, It seemed so
when she signed off on per
mitting special prosecutor
Kenneth Starr to translate an
investigation into,a land deal'

Suddenly, this fellow had

never know the whole truth
about Martin's murder but is a
limited effort rational? Is a
limited investigation simply a

access to marvelous comput

pacifier to muffle cries for

water into a witch hunt of the

ers that could produce false

truth? The attorney general

president's sex life. Our fears

sage through international
checkpoints.

attorney general authorized
an unlimited investigation by
a special prosecutor of Labor
Secretary Alexis Herman ...

attorney in Memphis to grant
immunity. District Attorney

ed my home in Birmingham

tin and others of us. An

were validated when the

acted alone in killing Dr.
King. Noted authors have

Jr., is tp launch a limited
investigation. There is noth

lization efforts for the Poor

765-0991.

campaign. In fact, he has

restaurant next to the rooming
house from whence the fatal

ran

crook named James Earl Ray

FSC/LAF in distributing information to black farmers and

ence and abortion. But then
one of the three highest
ranking Democrat office
holders in the state, Secre

overwhelming evidence that
James Earl Ray could not
possibly have acted alone. By

Jowers

help disseminate information to black farmers and

black land owners across the country.
For more information contact the FSC/LAF at (404)

when I was running for gov

The government has con
cluded that James Earl Ray

Lloyd

Jowers, knowing full well
that there is slight, if any,

farmers in their struggle with USDA.

the Democrat party. It is not
that Bush has run a bad

a

not limited puddles.

(where I pastored the first half
of 1968) while he led mobi

The NAACP launched its national program to train its

appeared vulnerable, such
as school vouchers, experi

was involved. There is also

from day one. A small time

chronic illness and accidental death.

several issues where Bush

at all.

thirst for truth requires drink
ing from the deepest wells,

'depend on the black press, organizations and churches to

will or incompetent legal assistance. These factors apply
to absentee land owners in the North, as well as farmers
who may encounter unforeseen problems, such as divorce,

and respect Buddy MacKay,
and when I say I feel his
pain, I ean it. I had the same

grant him forgiveness.
There is overwhelming
evidence that James Earl Ray

tion of Dr. King's murder

.been lost due to poor tax/estate planning, e.g. lack of a

said earlier, I personally like

MacKay campaign to sur
vive this latest blow from

even after FBI agents made
hardly any recommendations

different results! .Genuine

resources.
According to FSC/LAF officials, the campaign will

the country.
Historically, large amounts of black-owned land have

in the near future. I don't
believe it is possible for the

The Amen Corner—------ finds it totally incredible that
James Earl Ray ever had the

doors may not be enough.
The words of a parent to

Democrats around the state

publicly knocked Buddy

job constantly under barrage
from powerful and diverse
forces. Janet Reno's response

where two locks on your

not been totally repaired.
Soon thereafter leading

out of the race and run for
commissioner of education.
He also had locked onto

in Arkansas called White-

After my accident, I kept calling the insurance
adjusters about my medical bills, but they weren't
very helpful. Now, my lawyer started legal proceed
ings so the insurance companies are responding to
my claims!"
,

Some insurance companies may ignore or delay
injury claims. If you are injured, we will negotiate
with the insurance companies to obtain your
compensation as efficiently as possible. We do not
charge for our legal services unless your case is
settled or won.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDELL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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Lillian Williams

,

We understand that kids spit and leave their
toothpaste in the sink.
We understand that seeks get lost
in the dryer.
We understand that flights get delayed and
luggage gets lost.
We understand that even the express line at
the grocery store is slow. 3.
we understand that there are teenagers.
We understand that life can be frustrating.
We believe banking shouldn't be.

We Understand You
Need FREE CHECKING!
No Minimum Balance. No Monthly Fee. Unlimited Gheckwitlng:* 1

Understanding needs. Meet ing needs. Building relationships. -

We understand there are only 24 hours1 In a day. sc we believe you should be abje to pick any one of them to do your
banking. Bank 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Call -800-AMSQU fl I or stop by; any AtfiSouth branch to open an account.

JMVlSOUTH BANK
THE RELATIONSHIP PEOPLE

© 1998 AmSoutr- Bark. Member E-DIC, ^Tree-checking. requites one direct-ijdeposit per rri,onth.

NORTH PINELLAS COUNTY: Belleair Bluffs, 2845 West Bay Drive. Belleair Bluffs - 727-586-5210 / Belleair Highland, 1500 Belleair Road. Cleaiwater - 727-449-05 18 / Downtown Clearwater, 400 Cleveland Street, Cleaiwater - 727-467-[ 001 / Dunedin,-1042 Main Street D
d'
727-736-1995 / East Lake Woodlands, 3 132TampaRoad. Oldsmar - 727-786-0707 I Enterprise, 3.021 Enterprise Road E„ Cleaiwater - 727-669-6250 I Gulf-to-Bay, 655'South Belcher Road. Cleaiwater - 727=796-0522 I Harbor Oaks, 604' East Druid Road. Clearwater - 727-298-0815/TIL
Harbor, 33805 Highway 19 N.. Palm Harbor - 727-787-7820 / Safety Harbor, 6O'I Main Street, Safety Harbor - 727-725-2541 I Sunset-19, 2551 Sunset Point Road. Cleaiwater - 727-796-0196 / Tarpon Springs, 905 Martin Luther King jr DitTaipon Springs - 727-934-5786 / Tri C'tv 5200
East Bay Drive, Cleaiwater - 727-535-55277 West Bay, 1350 West Bay, Drive, Largo - 7.27^58574702.' SOUTH PINELLAS COUNTY: Bardmoor, 9701 Starkey Road? Largo - 727-392-4 207 i Dolphin Village, 481 I Gulf Blvd.. St. Petersburg Beach - 727-367-789 I 7’ Downtown St Pet
h
260 First .Avenue South' St. Petersburg - 727-823-0133 7 Gateway, 8250 Ninth Street North., St.'Petersburg - 727-576U 1947 Gulfport, 5728 Gulfport Blvd.. Gulfport - 727-381. -0304 / ICOT Cente'r, '13561' (COT Blvd.. Cleaiwater -.727-524-78987 lsla Del Sol 5901 Sun Bl'd
Petersburg- - 727-86.rf.-6.007 /••Mid'.City,' j'rf63,'l22nd:Av’e3N,,-1,St.-lPetersburg-727-328-041.2 /, Northeast, 3505'Fourth, Street, N., St; Petersburg,-.727-822-6454'/ Oakhurst Plaza, .93,98 Oakhurst RoadfSeminole - 727.59,3-3958 / Pinellas Park. 4325 Park'’Blvd./Pinellis'Park - 727 547 'I'S?5
Seminole, 7800 I I 3th Street N./Seminole - .727-397-149 I //South Pasadena, 6800 Gulfport Blvd. S„ South Pasadena.- 727^384-3.1667 Tyrone; 3399 66th Street N„ St. Petersburg - ,727-381 -0901 PASCO COUNTY: Embassy Hills, 6424.Embassy Blvd.: Port Richey - 777 848 6666
Gulf Highlands. 75 I 2 State Road 52, Hudson - 727-861-3620 / Holiday, 2338 U.S: Highway 1-9. Holiday - 727-937-5173 / Hudson, 14.212 U.S. Highway 19' NiHudson - 727-861-2944 / Seven Springs, .4016 Little Road. New Port Richey - 727-376-1799 HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY- R II
Shoals, ,3522 Bell Shoals Rd..Valrico -'8,13-643-.1303 / Brandon Town Center, I 13 14 -C.auseway Blvd.,.Brandon - 81,3-643-2212 / Carrollwood, 13944 North Dale 'Mabry. Tampa - 813-962-2704J Downtown lampa, 100North Tampa Street,Tampa - 813:-226- j IOO /' NewTamD 8805 'Kl 6
Tampa Blvd.."iamipa - 813;977-t760 A Palma Ceia, 3902 Henderson Blvd.,Tampa': 813-254-6071 ,'Z Town and Country, 10109'West Hillsborough Ave:.Tampa - 813-249-6030 / Waters Avenue, 62J7 West' Waters Avenue,Tarhpa -.8,13-249-1’338 I, Westshore, 4404 W. Kenned RI H ‘T
81 3-281-27 I I HERNANDO COUNTY: Brooksville, 290 South Broad Street Brook--. Hie - 352-796-5106 I Spring Hill, 1500 Pinehurst-Drive. Spring Hif - 352-683-6385 CITRUS COUNTY: Beverly Hills; 3860 North Lecanto Hwy..-Beverly Hills - 352-746-2221 / Ho
Suncoast .Blvd.. Homosassa - 352-628-3276 / Inverness. U S Highway 4 I South Inverness - 352t72.6-9022
n-.;
.
■ •: -. '
if a
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Ebony Scholars Honored
At Motivational Program

12th Annual
Holiday Pet
Photos
Festivities

Winn-Dixie
Gives
$106,000 To
MDA

TAMPA - If a picture is
worth a thousand words,

TAMPA - Winn-Dixie
Tampa, Inc.,. contributed

imagine the value of one
with your best friend.

$106,000 to the Muscular
Dystrophy
Association

The Human Society of
Tampa Bay will usher in

(MDA) during the annual
Labor Day Telethon for

the holiday cheer with the
12th annual Holiday Pet
Photos festivities. This is
your chance for you and

'Jerry's Kids' hosted by
entertainer Jerry Lewis on
September 7th. This is the
fifth year that Winn-Dixie

your beloved canine or
feline friend (s) to have that

has made a donation to the
organization during the

special holiday photo taken
together.
The event will be held
the weekends of October

telethon.
Bill Welch, marketing

Guest speaker for the occa
sion was Dr. Freddie McRae,
General Peripheral Suigeon,

sponsored by the Ebony
Scholars Committee, was a

who challenged the students to
continue pursuing high educa
tional goals.

dents. Qualifying grade pint

high school students were hon
ored at a program held at

Ebony Scholars Commit
tee Chairman Vyrle Davis
thanked and paid special trib

averages for middle school
and high school were 3.3 and
3.0

Pasadena Community Church.
These young people typified
the motto of the Ebony Schol
ars Corrimittee: “Strive Not to

ute to parents, businesses,
Pinellas County School teach
ers and school board members
for their interest and support

gigantic success. On Septem
ber 8th 590 minority elemen
tary, middle school and senior

The 3:35 pm. trip from Hon

Board of Directors of Pinellas
Suncoast Transit Authority

the frequency on this route be
increased to 30 minutes during

eywell will be eliminated due
to lack of ridership.

(PSTA) has scheduled a public
hearing Wednesday, Septem
ber 23 on several proposals to
enhance bus service and
improve operating efficiency.
The hearing will begin at

the midday on weekdays,

Route 96: It is proposed that

Route 59: It is proposed that

one additional trip be added
tho this route in the morning

Meeting Room, located at
14840 49th Street North,
Clearwater. The regular
monthly meeting of the Board

Pager 87673145

1-95 North Exit 128*".

Jacksonville, FL

Row B Booth 23-27

ership. In addition, the 7:50

periods from Indian Rocks
Shopping Center to Carillon
Center. Route 99 will mirror

in Odessa, Florida. The
event teamed up Winn-

maiy of the proposed adjust

To schedule an appoint

Dixie associates with ven

ment time on October 3rd,

dors and local businesses to

reduced on Saturday to 60
minutes. All trips on this route
will end at Gateway Mall.

4th, 10th or 11th (photos

raise funds for MDA.

Route 19: It is proposed that

will end at Coachman Funda
mental Middle School. The

will

Winn-Dixie Tampa con
tributes to charities through
its Neighbor-To-Neighbor

the frequency on this route be

8:00 am. trip from US 19 and

increased to 30 minutes during

Nebraska will leave Tarpon
Springs K-Mart at 7:50 am.

be

taken

at

the

be taken at Old Hyde Park
Village, By the fountain)
courtesy of The Gallery
Studios, please call 2549575.
Schedule your appoint
ment now for a required
reservation, as space is lim
ited. Additional photo
graphs and holiday cards
will be available.

This Week's Special
3 bedroom, 2 bath, concrete block,
dining room,central heat & air, carport,
carpeting, quiet neighborhood,
close to shopping, schools, busline

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

the midday on weekdays.

initiative which consists of
cash and in-kind donations

321-6802

Hair Fashion

WAVE 51

CREATIVE-N-STYLE

321-9322

321-4840

Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900

Angela's Hair Safar!
323-4840

and three pm. trips to Park
Street.

Route 99: This is a proposed

Route 59 with three am. trips
to Carillon and three p.m. trips
to Indian Rocks Shopping
Center.

piease see pg, jj

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY ’
SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS

to organizations that assist
communities which WinnDixie serves.

CARPET SALE

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW
HEAVY
HOT SELLING
REMNANT
HEAVY
WEAR DATED II
COMMERCIAL
BLOWOUT
BERBERS
TEXTURE
TEXTURE

$399
W
.

5599 ,_$199

sq yd. From

ANY 3
ROOMS

SQ. YD.

From

"

SQ. VD.

Stock

SC99
W
SQ. YD.

,_$<n99
I

Buy

SQ. YD.

CERAMIC TILE K,1 CARPET
CARPET 1000’s
Sq. Feet In Stock

$399

Priced From

99G

Up. to 40 Sq. Yd. lnstalled w/Pad

SQ.

FOOT

$799

Up to 80 Sq. Yd. Installed w/Pad

,f

34160 ■■■'

CAR!PET SlTORE
TAMPA

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG

SW CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

BAYONET POINT

NE CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241

PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN LEAGUE* INC.

LOW INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
BYDESIGN’

ARTlSTlc

am. trip from Tarpon Springs

with three am. trips to Carillon

$46,000

Professional Hair Care Products

Carla's Hair Affair

minal to Carillon Center.
Route 98 will mirror Route 52

new commuter route that will
provide seivice in the peak

We Sell HUD Properties/FHA-VA

DESIGN!

Route 92 be eliminated due to
lack of ridership. A 5:50 am.
trip will be provided to Central
Plaza with the Route 14.

a.m and 6:35 am, trip from tar
pon Springs due to lack or rid

Res. 581-3481
Office 449-0455

The Market Place

periods from Park Street Ter

Route 16: It is proposed that
the frequency on this route be

Realtor Associate

Saturday & Sunday Only

Route 92: It is proposed that

tion, you will receive a 5x7
color portrait of you and
your pet.

Custom Jewelry

(904) 696-7690

provide seivice in the peak

tournament held in March

Redesign your old gold andjewelry

Master Jeweler

the midday on weekdays.

Route 94: It is proposed that
this route eliminate the 6:05

Introducing

Repairs while fou wait'

Route 98: This is a proposed
new commuter route that will

ments to bus service.

Ed Dickey

Charlie Akins

the frequency on this route be
increased to 60 minutes during

quency.

9:00 a.m. in the PSTA Board

Winn-Dixie

Route 62: It is proposed that

and afternoon. The north end
of Route 96 will be Rubin Icot
Center.

an amount raised during the
Winn-Dixie Golf Classic

BAYLINE REALTY

Master Jeweler &
•
Designer of Fine Jewelery

Sunday seivice be added to
this route with 60 minute fre

10th and 11th from 10am to
4pm. For just a $20 dona

ment time on Sunday
October 11th' (photos will

6th annual 1998 Ebony Schol
ars Motivational Program,

Route 52: It is proposed that

3rd and 4th and October

mane Society at 876-4150.
'To schedule an appoint

Each student honored was
given a beautiful trophy.
Among those honored were
118 elementaiy students; 270
middle school students; and
202 senior high school stu

CLEARWATER-The

will follow the hearing. PSTA
Routes 52 and 79 serve *the
location. Following is a sum-

of Bella Trotta Photogra
phy, please call the Hu

Equal, but to Excel”.

of

PSTA Recommended
Service Adjustments
To Get Public Hearing

Tampa, presented the check
for $106,000 to the MDA,

Humane Society) courtesy

ST. PETERSBURG-The

director

NEED AN AIR CONDITIONER?
NEED REPAIRS ON YOUR CENTRAL AIR SYSTEM?
NEED A FAN?
NEED HELP WITH YOUR ENERGY BILL?

Center Stage Un!Sex Saion
327-4074

Helen's Beauty SALON

IF YOU MEET LOW 1NCOME CRITERIA, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
FOR ONE OR ALL OF THE ABOVE.

327-5182

C & C HAlR DESlGN

Robert's

Hair

Salon

Emerald Cuy

866-7070

447-3090

FREE

447-4548

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT ANY FLORIDA POWER PAYMENT OFFICE
OR AT ONE OF THE URBAN LEAGUE OFFICES LISTED BELOW.

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

UHEAPOFFICE

OMNI CENTER

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

327 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
827-1317

1801 119th Street North

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

l was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

find now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me..
- Hillary Williams

Largo, FL
581-7661

YOU MUST BRING THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTATION WITH YOU:
PROOF OF INCOME FOR ALL WAGE EARNERS IN THE HOUSEHOLD
SOCIAL SECURITY CARDS FOR ALL HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
A CURRENT ENERGY BlLL
BE PREPARED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR PRESENT
COOLtNG SYSTEM.
YOU MUST APPLY ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30,1998.

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

5

THIS IS A FIRST COME, FlRST SERVE PROCESS. YOU COULD QUALIFY
FOR UP TO $1,000.00 IN TOTAL BENEFITS THROUGH THIS PROGRAM.
FUNDS PROVIDED BY THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
YOU MUST APPLY ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30, 1998
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City Of StPetersburg Sixth
Annual Grant Program
ST. PETERSBURG-The
St. Petersbuig Police Depart
ment is pleased to announce its

by Khana A. Riley

Sixth Annual Forfeiture Grant
Program.
This Grant Program is
funded by proceeds obtained
through the Florida Contra
band Forfeiture Act. The Act
provides for the expenditure of
a percentage of the forfeited
proceeds for: Crime Preven
tion, Neighborhood Safety,

Janet Jackson
I am Khana Riley, age 11,
and

grade

6.

met Usher I was shaking.

Shorecrest

When the door opened we

Preparatory School “Kids
Comer”, each week will fea

were sort of playing a game
and we went back and forth.
Then I started crying he gave

ture comments from kids. So
if you are between the age of
eight and 12, write me about
school, or for advice about
making and keeping friends.
My article this week is
about my reward for 'doing a
good job in school last week.
The reward was a ‘special
guesf ’’ticket to see Usher and
Janet Jackson. The concert
was held on Saturday, August
12 at the Ice Palace Arena in

me three hugs and started say
ing are you all right. Of course,
I said yes. But I kept on hold
ing on to him until he said that
he had to go to Atlanta, Geor
gia. He gave me his last t-shirt
and he said that hew was going
to send me an autograph pic
ture of him addressed directly
to me. Readers all I have to say
to you right now is “That
Usher Rules!!!”
Until we meet! Send your
letters to Dear Khana, c/o The

Information Desk; Action

zation. Upon recommendation

Center at City Hall and the

by the Committee the applica
tions will be submitted to the
St. Petersbuig City Council for

Police Community Resource
Centers located at: Tyrone
Garden Shopping Center, 970

Although the St. Peters
burg Police Department gener

Center, 6393-9th Street North.
A Funding Approval
Committee, comprised of

ally meets this requirement
through its funding of the

members of the Police Depart

D.A.R.E. program a decision

ment

and

the

ST. PETERSBURG-If
free training, setting your own
schedule, and working with
children appeal to you, you
should

think

about

A.N.G.E.L.S.! A collaboration
of several county and state
agencies is seeking partici
pants in an innovative year
long research project called
A.N.G.E.L.S., the Access Net
work Group of Early Learning
Substitutes. A.N.G.E.L.S. is
the

result of a

concern

expressed by Pinellas County
child care centers of the lack of

was not there, as she left right

South,

after her performance. When I

33705.

games, activities and stories to
bring with them on assignments.Once placed in child
care centers, A.N.G.E.L.S. will
have the advantage of excel
lent training to prepare them
for their assignments, the child
care centers will have a pool of
trained, professional personnel
to pull from when shortages
occur, and the quality of care
for the children in centers will

Board, the Department of
Children and Families, the
Pinellas County Schools, the

health certificate stating they
have successfully passed a TB
screening. In addition, appli

Pinellas County License
Board, the North and South
Pinellas Early Childhood

cants to the A.N.G.E.LS. pro
ject must agree to local and

Associations, and the Pinellas
County Early Childhood Col

state and background checks.
Once chosen, A.N.G.E.L.S.
participants will attend 30

program to recruit participants
from the county who will be

child care training plus an

Planning Commission will

2 p.m will not be held due to an

given free training to prepare

training is specific childhood

hold its next meeting on Sep
tember 28, at 5:30 pm. on the
18th floor, 601 East Kennedy
Blvd.; Tampa.

anticipated lack of quorum.

them to substitute in child care

Please note this change in
date and time.

centers when these staff short

experiences. The classes will
be held at the Clearwater Cam

ages occur. As part of their
training, A.N.G.E.L.S. will

pus of PTEC 3 days a week, 5
hours a day for 3 weeks. Once

additional 15 hours of fiee

create a file of teacher-made

TAMPA-The way to
silence a killer is to make some
noise. Make history Saturday,

together to tell them what our
health care priorities are. We

September 26, 1998, as hun

must demand increased invest

dreds of people across Florida
come together in Tampa to
raise their voices to our elected

cials, and we must stand

ment and serious attention to
finding new therapies and

officials to make cancer the

treatments towards a cure.”
The Cancer March is a

nation’s #1 health care priority.

national public awareness and

Join people who have been

grass roots organizing cam
paign uniting the country

touched

by

cancer.

The

demonstrations begins with a
symbolic march at the Ice
Palace at 10 am. Saturday,
September 16. From the Ice
Palace, the groups will march
West on

Plattt Street to

Bayshore, North to Brorein
and East on Brorein to the Ice
Palace for a Rally that starts at
raw.
Florida March Coordina
tor mid Cancer Survivor, Bob'
Samuels, said "Involved and
informed people elect our offi-

against cancer. Hundreds of
events-town hall meetings,
health fairs, rallies, marches,
candlelight vigils and benefits
are being planned to occur
Simultaneously in every state.
The mission of The March is
to demand increased invest
ment fbr all cancer research,
treatment and prevention, to
ensure access to quality cancer
care for all Americans and to
put the public back into priori
tizing public policy decision.

Pinellas County Urban
League Hosts
Fourteenth Annual
Crime Prevention Run
ST. PEIERSBURG-The
Pinellas

County

Urban

reinforces the theme of this

League’s
Black-on-Black
Crime Prevention Program

“Run
Crime out of the Black Com
munity.” Trophies will be

will host its Fourteenth Annual
Crime Prevention Run and

awarded to first, second and
third place race finishers in

Festival in the park on Satur
day, September 19,1998.

various divisions. A festival in
Campbell Park will immedi

This event will be held in
Campbell Park, 601-14th
Street South, located just south

ately follow the run and
include fiee refreshments and

of Tropicana Field. Registra
tion for the 3 mile run starts
promptly at 9:00 a.m. and the
run will begin at 10:00 a.m.
departing

and

ending

at

Campbell Park. The route will
be secured by volunteer Law
Enforcement officers and will

family-oriented event,

entertainment. The entire fam
ily is invited to participate in
this exciting event.
Anyone interested in par
ticipating in this ‘Tun Run”
can also pre-register at the
Urban League Headquarters,
333-31st Street North, St.

wind through the neighbor

Petersburg or the Urban
League Omni Center, 1801

hood surrounding the park.

119th Street North, Largo, .

The first 700 participants

vacancies occur.
Anyone in the county over
the age of 18 with a love of
Children is uiged to apply to
the A.N.GJ2.L.S. project

project encourages interested

recipients. They must supply a

to register will receive a fiee

For additional information
contact the Urban League at

commemorative t-shirt which

327-2081.

named Blanche Andeison, and

get her bachelor’s degree.
After leaving Tallahassee,
Yopp worked at the Provident
Hospital in Baltimore, serving
six months in pediatrics and

she hying to handle the whole
city,” she said. Soon they

By this time, there were

Yopp was assigned to the St

ty. There were also more pub
lic health nurses who made a

six months in O.B. Ihere she

Petersbuig’s south side, and
Mrs. Andeison taking the laige

real effort at preventive medi
cine, going door-to-door to

completed her training and

black

passed her boards. When Yopp

Methodist Town on the north
side. Ihe two nuises made vis

collect blood samples when
there was an outbreak, and by
taking an X-ray unit in a van

returned to St. Petersbuig in
1946 she was hired at all black
Mercy Hospital as a registered
nurse, lhe conditions at the
hospital suiprised her. ‘There

divided their territoiy. Mrs.

neighborhood

of

its to black St. Petersburg
sdiool annually to give eveiy
child a checkup. If the child
had, vision problems they

were no visiting hours. People
could just wanter in any time at

would apply to Lions’ Qub for

will and bring food,” Mrs.

This of couise Yopp has
had other duties. “Another

Yopp said. ‘1 thought this was
terrible. “They were operating
on children at the America
Legion Crippled Children’s
Hospital and then sending
them to Mercy to recuperate,”
she says. “Mercy really did not

assignment of mine was to fol
low up the midwives,” Mrs.

was offered a job with the
city’s health department.

In the late 1950s, Mrs.
Yopp was given a scholarship
to Columbia University n
New York to study superviso
ry nursing. After three sum

get their reports.

head the health clinic in St.
Petersbuig in 1961.

22nd Street and 13th Avenue
South in a house next to the

the whole black community.
Those who could not pay, he
took care of anyway.”
After a year at Mercy, she

said.

mers and an additional semes
ter including fieldwork in
Brooklyn, she was named to

for delivering babies. Babies

Ponder was Assistant City
physician and he took care of

aides with this,” Mrs. Yopp

Yopp says. “We gave them
sterile packs for delivery and I
met with them once a month to
The black community’s
health department was on

midwives. Nevertheless, the
midwives were doing a good

out to do chest X-rays for
tuberculosis. We received help
from many volunteer nuises

glasses.

have adequate suigery facili
ties. There were no facilities

job.
Yopp recalls, “Dr. J. M.

Interested county residents
will need to meet certain qual
ifications for the A.N.G.E.L.S.

school graduates or GED

FAMU for two more years to

more black doctors, Martin,
Ayers, Alsup, Rose and Wim
bish to care for the communi

This information will be rout

ferred, it is not mandatoiy. Ihe

project. Ihey must be a least
18 years of age and high

Tampa for treatment.

were all delivered at home by

ed to flie child care center
directors who will call
A.N.G.E.L.S. substitutes as

From Page.l

‘There was only one other
nurse there, a white woman

received a three year nursing
degree. She then returned to

A.N.G.E.L.S. have completed
their training, they will be
placed on an availability list.

available to substitute.

The regular meeting
scheduled for September 11 at

National Cancer
March Hits Tampa
To Silence Killer

For further information
call 893-7984.

Although previous experience

hours of fiee state-mandated

ough County City-County

Applications must be
received by the police
department by 5:00 P.M.
October 15, 1998. Applica
tions received after that time
will not be considered.

be maintained during these
times by having A.N.G.E.L.S.

laborative, have designed a
TAMPA- The Hillsbor

final approval and appropria
tion of the funds.

County Residents Sought
For New Program

project, Coordinated Child
Care, the Juvenile Welfare

Hillsborough County
City Commission
Meeting Date

locations: Police Department

anticipated that grants will not
exceed $2,000.00 per oigani

Avenue South; Maximo,
5173-34th St. So.; Sunrise

The agencies involved in the

FL

eligibility criteria as outlined in
the application. Generally, it is

Prevention
or
School
Resource Officer Program.

Martin Luther King Street
St. Petersburg,

oiganizations.
Grant applications may be
picked up at the following

58th Street North; Skyway
Shopping Center, 1047-62nd

Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr.

a chance to meet Usher but I
was disappointed that Janet

Community/Police Council
will meet to review applica
tions that meet the minimum

Drug Abuse Education, Drug

available substitute personnel
to fill in when regular staff are
either out ill or on vacation.

Tampa. It was the bomb. I
went behind the stage and got

was made to make additional
funds available to help meet
the needs of community-based

A Profile

hospital. Mrs Yopp and Mrs.
Andeison also operated the
Well Baby Clinic, attended to
by interns from Mound Park
Hospital, now Bayfront Med
ical Center.
“We tested for tuberculo
sis, venereal disease, and gave
immunizations shots to chil
dren. Tuberculosis was com
mon in the community then
and patients were sent to

Mrs. Yopp is known for
starting the RN/LPN Associa
tion,^ professional oiganiza
tion of black nurses over fifty
years old. The group is still
active today.
Old Mercy was a whole lot
better than nothing. But it was
pretty bad,” she says. “But if
you are hying to help people,
you have to look beyond
things like these and just do
good, that has been my philos
ophy, she concluded.

with young children is pre

seniors to apply to the project
as it could be a wonderful
opportunity for them to share
their life experiences with
young children, as well as
work a schedule that would be
convenient to their lifestyles.
Al are invited to be part of this
unique research project Train
ing sessions will be starting
soon. For more information or
an application to join
A.N.G.E.L.S. please call Kathi
Barrett at Coordinated Quid
Care 547-5789.

Rick Danzler Tours
Davis Center
ST. PETERSBURG-Rick

nity, eneigy conversation and

Danzler, Democratic candi

other topics. Mr. Danzler

Mrs. Adelle Vaughn-Jemi

date for Lt. Governor, toured
Enoch Davis Center on Mon
day. He chatted with a number
of residents, including Mrs.

encouraged Ms. Ford to con
tinue her important work at the
Center and not to get discour
aged.

Denise Ford, a 4-H leader
bringing modem 4-H has pro

Ms. Decaso Woods, 22,
also was encouraged by Dan

son, candidate for District 4
School Board, discussed with
Mr. Danzler her ‘ concerns
about Pinellas County schools.
They agreed that voters should

jects aimed at uiban youth

zler to continue is efforts to

with programs on marine sci

bring positive music and poet

ence, citizenship and commu-

ry to young people at the Cen-

ter.

speak loudly and firmly for
restoration of full educational
funding to pre-Lotteiy levels
by voting the MacKay/Danzler ticket.
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Pitney Bowes
Supports National
Urban League
Conference

Alabama Dentists
Sponsor Toll-Free
Dental Hotline
FLORIDA-Dental con
sumers can smile and take
advantage of the ultimate den

of General Dentistiy (AGD)

an excellent free service by
giving people a chance to ask
questions they may be embar

Annual Review of Dentistry.

rassed to ask their own den
tist,” said Dr. Jarrell. “Once

member dentist any oral health
question, free of charge. “This
is the third year that we have
done this hotline and the infor

STAMFORD, CT—Pitney

developing a diverse work

Bowes, Inc. demonstrated

force,. reinvesting in diverse

their ongoing support of the

communities, developing part

National Urban League as one

nerships with minority busi

of the corporate sponsor’s pf

nesses, and forming ongoing
relationships with organiza

the League’s 88th annual con
ference, held in Philadelphia
recently. This year, Pitney
Bowes supplied copiers and
tax machines for use at the
conference, and also partici
pated in and sponsored a panel
discussion and reception for
young professionals titled “A
Dialogue with the New Black
Power Generation on Climb
ing the Ladder to Success.”
The speakers for the panel
discussion included a crosssection of senior level AfricanAmerican

executives

and

young professionals including
Earl “Butch” Graves, Jr., Pres
ident and CEO, Black Enter
prise

Magazine,

Tracey

Brown, Esq. Deputy District
Attorney of Los Angeles and

author of “The Life and Times
of Ron Brown,” and Peggy M.
Anson, Vice President Human
Resources, Pitney Bowes
Credit Corporation division.
Michael J. Critelli, Chair
man and CEO, Pitney Bowes,
Inc.

and

National

Urban

League Trustee, said “Pitney
Bowes is very proud of its rela
tionship with the National

tions such as the Urban
League.”

Hugh B. Price, President
and CEO of the National

“The SmileLine provides

the Alabama AGD’s 25th

consumers can dial 1-800SMILE-33 to ask an AGD

L-R: Hugh B. Price and Michael J. Critelli

Alabama SmileLine dentists
can also give callers local den
tist referrals if requested.

From the privacy of their
home, Alabama and Florida

mation given has been a great
benefit to many callers,” said

Minority Opportunity
Exchange Held---------

loose teeth, sore gums, gum
disease, and dentures. The

tal house call Friday, Septem
ber 11, from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
when the Alabama Academy
host a toll-free dental hotline at

people’s

questions

are

answered, we hope they’ll feel
more comfortable talking with
their own dentist and schedule
an appointment.”
The Alabama SmileLine is
part of the Alabama AGD’s
25th Annual Review of Den
tistry, held September 9-13, at

N. David Janell, DDS, coordi the Sandestjn Beach Hilton in
nator of this year’s SmileLine.. Destin, FL.
The Alabama Academy of
The most popular topics
raised on the dental hotline last General Dentistry has 600

NEW YORK-Dana High

recently with business and

tower, Director, Avanti, second
from right, and John Aguilar,

government purchases at the
Business and Opportunity

from left and Steve Martinez, delivers sweetener to Pepsi
Vice President Sales, of ABM bottling plants in California.
Industries, at left. Hightower’s Martinez’s company offers a

President, Vernon Transporta

dentists who as members are
dedicated to continuing dental

tion Company, right, were

Exchange in Chicago. With
them are Fred Canady, Direc

firm supplies printing and
design services to business

minority mentor-protege pro
gram to manage facility ser

among the more than a thou
sand entrepreneurs that met

tor, Pepsi-Cola’s Minority
Business Enterprises, second

corporations in the New York
Metropolitan area. Aguilar

vices across the U.S.

year were bleaching, sealants,
proper oral health techniques,

education in order to provide

implants, tooth decay, and cos
metic dentistry. Older adults

the best possible care to their

can contact the SmileLine to

patients.

leam more about dry mouth,

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

Urban League, outlined a plan
for the future at this year’s con
ference and called on Con
gress to pass a tax credit to help
low-income families become

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY
i SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS

part of the infonnation age.
“We appreciate Pitney Bowes’
continued support to our mis
sion and programs. With the
help of companies like them,

Oi

we can turn the vision into
reality and start knocking
down the barriers that have

tlSIif

BUY ONE, GET ONE FOR 1 <.
HERBAL ESSENCE. Buy one Herbal
Essence shampoo, conditioner, styling
product or body wash at the reg. price, get
the second (of,equal or lesser value) for 14.

©1998 Kmart® Corporation

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE
SEPTEMBER 16 THRU
SEPTEMBER 19, 1998

held to many people back for
far too long.”
The National Urban
League was founded in 1910.
The nonprofit, communitybased organization works to
help African Americans
achieve social and economic

8-12 fl. oz. or net wt.

L'OREAL COSMETICS. Buy any
L'Oreal Color Endure liquid makeup
or mascara at the reg. price, receive
a Color Endure lipstick for l<t.
Applies to in-stock merchandise only

Stock up on

equality. The League wel
comed nearly 4,000 attendees
to this year’s conference, with

L'OREAL
'
BUY ONE, GET ONE FOR 1 <.

BIG VALUES

the. theme “Economic Power:
Leveling the Playing Field.”
Pitney Bowes’ histoiy of

Urban League. The League

diversity leadership spans
almost six decades. The com

has long been at the forefront

pany has won numerous

of the movement for social

awards for its Diversity Strate

change and economic empow

gic Plan and related initiatives,
and recently has been lauded

99< SALE! SNACKS. Pringles*,

by four national magazines for

Pringles single-serve,
1.8-2-oz. net wt., SALE 2/$l

99 < SALE! LITTLE DEBBIE SNACKS

’Regular or Right Crisps, 6-7-oz. net wt.
“*6-oz. net wt.

9.5-13-oz. net wt.

erment for African Americans.
Pitney . Bowes also has a rich
tradition of recognizing the
competitive

advantage

CUPCAKES

**5-6-oz. net wt.

■maasai

2/$5 SALE! HEFTY PRODUCTS. 125-ct

Bugles*" or Lay's potato chips***

their work.

Items shown or Star Crunch Cakes.

of

flat or 60-ct.compartment plates; 40-ct.* or
30-ct.** One-Zip storage value pack; or
30-ct.* or 20-ct.** freezer bags. Steel Sak
trash bags, 13-33-gal., 8-30 ct.
’Quart size

“Gallon size

tEANUTBurreft

3/$7 SALE! GENERAL MILLS CEREAL
Lucky Charms or Cinnamon Toast
Crunch*, Golden Grahams** or Total***.

1.99 SALE! HERSHEY'S MINIATURES
Assorted candy. 13-oz. netwt.

1.89 SALE! KELLOGG'S RICE KRISPIES
TREATS. 8-ct. regular or chocolate chip.

Featuring
*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm..
,
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm- 12am.
Saturday mornings
.
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

I 2/$3 SALE!
[ PREGO SPAGHETTI SAUCE

I

American Fare" pasta**,
SALE 2/$l

I ‘2775-28 fl. oz.

"16 -oz.

3.79 SALE! BRAWNY PAPER TOWELS
6-roll pkg,

net wt.

3/$4 SALE! PUFFS FAMILY-SIZE FACIAL
TISSUE. 144- or 250-ct. packaqe.

2/$10 SALE! ANGEL SOFT BATH
TISSUE. 24 rolls per pkg.

9.77 SALE! JUMBO-SIZE TIDE. 200 fl

10.99 SALE! PAMPERS DIAPERS
Premium* or Baby Dry**.

■ For A dv e rtising Ca ll
Rinita A nderson, Sales; Manager
327-9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

\,vwa»aB
6.99 SALE! PURINA DOG CHOW
22-lb.* reg. or 17.6-lb.* Lamb & Ric

67-85-use powder, SALE 10.77

’Sizes 1-5, 36-60 ct.

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

7'

Lowest sale prioes every time. Guaranteed.

“Sizes 3.-6/36-56 ct.
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North Central Florida
Society In
Ocala

Methodist Church, Jefferson

Ocala
News

ian Committee. Selections
were rendered by Greater
Hopewell Choir and Deacon
Isaac Roberts gave words of
thanks.

come and share with us Friends.”

Rev. Major Barber was
bom September 27, 1900 in
Quitman Geoigia. He relocat

694-8537 or 629-8051, exten
sion 24.

AWARD

Health Fair Set for Sept 22

New Zion Baptist Church.
After a short time he was

OCALA-Local Dentists
provide dental screenings for
children in the Head Start Pro

The event will take place at
the VFW Angela Santos Post
No. 4781, 9401 SW HOfli

grams throughout Marion and
Citrus Counties.

Barbara Jackson
Croskey

Street, Ocala.
health screening services will
be available including blood

The entire community is
invited to attend a night of

Everyone is invited to come
and woiship with this church.

worship and praise seivice

pressure screening, medication
and diet counseling, veterans

with Moderator, October 15.
1998 at 7:00 P.M. at New St.

The church is located at
13235 N.W. County Road
225, Reddick, FL Dinner will

Health information and

benefits

Vanguard High football player

information

All veterans are invited to

among the three former Flori
da prep stars nominated for the
Johnny Unitas Golden Arm

Church Revival

participate fiee of chaige. For
more information, call Alison
Watts, Health Fair Coordinator
at 374-6071.

Award. This award is given to
the nation’s top senior quarter

Mr. and Mrs. Greater
New Bethel Crowned

back.
Others vying for the award
are Tulane’s Shaun King (St.

The crowning of Mr. and

Petersburg Gibbs); North Car
olina’s Oscar Davenport (St.

held on Sunday at the 11 ain.

Petersbuig Osceola); Kansas

service. Mother Elouise Spar

State’s Michael Bishop; Ohio

row was honored as Mrs.
Greater New Bethel and Dea

Mrs. Greater New Bethel was

State’s Joe Germatine; Wash

con Roy Coleman, Sr. was

ington’s Brock Huard; Mis
souri’s Corby Jones; Wake

crowned as Mr. New Bethel.
Others vying for these posi-

Forrest’s Brian Kuklick; New
Mexico’s Graham Leigh; „ tions were Brother Walter Gip
UCLA’s Cade McNown; son, Deacon John D. Williams
Texas A&M Branndon Stew and Sister Pearl Gipson.
The theme for the program
was “Seniors Working Togeth
er For God.” The program

art; LSU’s Herb Tyler and
Donovan McNabb of Syra
cuse.

Liberty Chapel Baptist
Church will be celebrating its

Isaiah Cogdell
Happy birthday greetings
go out to Baibara Jackson
Croskey, Sept. 18th; Maigaret

145th or 146th Church
Anniversary during the week
of September 13,1998 to Sep

Edmondson Presley, Sept.
20th;, Isiah Cogdell, Sept.

tember 20,1998/The 5:00 ser
vice on September 20, 1998

22nd.

will be a dedication seivice.

Nominations for the 1998
Ocala/Marion County Cham

and Occasion by Sister Eliza

p

p

i

n

i

i

n

Official nomination foims
are available at the Chamber

who was introduced by Moth

810 N.W. 25th Avenue • Suite 101
Ocala, Florida 34475
(352)351-2582 • (352) 351-4'-'2
Toll Free: 1-888-313-6548 • FAX (352) 351-5785
Email: cfponder@typeworld.com
Website: http//www.typeworld.com

headquarters, 110 E. Silver

er Lucile Arthur. Remarks and

We deliver anywhere in the State of Florida and beyond

Springs Blvd., Ocala. The

Benediction were given by

award will be presented at the

Elder Dennis Hagins, pastor.
Rev. Geoige W. Lee and

Last year’s winner, the
Mth overall, was Mary Verra-

Church were in chaige of the

do-Higgins of Verrandeaux
Graphics and Communica

evening service. Rev. Lee gave
words of inspiration. Devo
tional service was led by the

tions.
For more information, call

Deacons of Greater Hopewell;

and Dr. Perkins.

tion prior to providing ser-

Childhood Development Services “Head Start”
Tentative Dental Screening/Examination Schedule
1998-1999
September 18

Monday,

Tuesday, September 20, 21
and 22,198 at 7:00 p.m. there
will be a church revival at Hon

Revivalist will be Rev.

Skylark

Dr. Paige

Associated Grocers 9:45

Plaza

351-4405

Creative Kids 9:30

Room

Child’s Haven 10:00

#401

Playmate 10:15
September 18

United Methodist Church,
Ocala, FL where Rev. Mar
garet Kartwe is pastor.

9:30-11:00

12:30

Dunnellon

Dr. Gonzales

Dunnellon

Classroom

Dr. Bryd
489-0707

To be

TBA

Belleview

announced

Belleview Playland 2010-

Playland

2011

Classroom

9:00 - 12:00

HACC

HACC 10:00

Cafeteria

September 25

Dr. Perkins

Dr. Rozanski

MLK 9:30
Reddick 9:00
TLC 9:45
Homebase

___________

You are the big bird in each child’s life.

a

Thanks by Mother Rosa Lee
Holt. Ttie speaker for the pro

congregation of Greater
Hopewell Missionary Baptist

dentist

Feed me a story.

accepted until September 30,
1998 at noon.

Chamber’s Annual Dinner in
January.

dentistiy. This year the team
members are Dr. Rozanski, Dr.
Theims-Heflin, Dr. Cayia, Dr.
Bryd, Dr. Gonzales, Dr. Paige,

ki leads the team. Several local

The entire community is
invited to join in the festivities
and come out and meet old
friends and new friend and
enjoy the Bar-b-Que.

BLITCHTON, FL-The
Pine Grove Community will
hold its picnic on Friday and
Saturday, September 25-26,
1998 from 12 noon until.

beth Robinson; Selections by

gram was Rev. Annie Scales

Sunday,

to categorize and set priorities
for dental needs. The majority
of the children have never had
the opportunity of visiting a
Local dentists help the
child make a smoother transi

Zion United Methodist
Church Revival
On

dentists are donating time to vices. The team of dentists
screen the Head Start children specialize in various fields of

Fessenden 9:00

ber of Commerce Small Busi
ness Person of the Year will be

the Senior Choir; Words of

come.”
Prayer M.B. Church wilh Rev.
He now lives in Jack Please see pg. 9

way for more than ten years.
Currently, Dr. Ronald Rozans

Pine Grove
Community Picnic
Coming Soon

included: Praise song, hymn,
Prayer by Deacon John D.
Williams; scripture by Brother
Owens Milton, Jr.; Welcome

Nominations Being
Accepted

Dr. Scott Hagood, a retired
dental professional, has led the

John Baptist Church located at be served after the seivice.
2251 NW 2nd Street, Ocala, Rev. Charles Streeter, Pastor.
FL

and

women veterans health infor
mation.

and quarterback at the Univer
sity of Central Florida, is

Little Lake Weir House of

Dental Care For "Head Start" Children

a.ni. to 2 p.m.

Daunte Culpepper, former

Second Bethlehem Baptist
Association Revivals

he says “Oh How I Love
Jesus”. His favorite song is
“That awful day will surely

ed to Ocala in 1946 and joined

Moderator’s Night

The staff at the Gainesville
Veterans Administration Med
ical Center will host a health
fair for Veterans on Tuesday,
September 22, 1998 from 10

Daunte Culpepper

tiie building of Welcome to make a 100.
If you wish to call and wish
Stranger Baptist Church where
he holds a lifetime member him Happy Birthday, 1-904ship He is truly a man of God 353-7163.
and in his every conversation

“Spread The Word - Tell Your

Birthday Greetings

CULPEPPER NOMINATED
FOR
GOLDEN
ARM

Churdi. While employed at ly and friends will celebrate at
Ocala Manufacturing Compa Little Talbot Island in Jack
ny, he became instrumental in sonville. I am praying for you

Indiana.
Everyone is invited to

by James Thorpe
Florence Williams Ray

encouraged by Deacon Mal sonville, FL and on Saturday,
one to join Hopewell Baptist September 19,1998, his fami

Lany Martin, Wesley United

Welcome and Occasion by
Mother Crozella Jacobs; the
History by the Senior Christ

"

See us for your printing needs
Letterhead*Envelopes*Tickets*Brochures*Souvenir Books*Invitations
(wedding/social/graduation)
Forms*Flyers*Catalogs*Business Cards* Newsletters*Price
Lists-Carbonless Forms*Pocket Folders* Bumper' Stickers*Four Color
Process Printing* Ad Speciality Items

African American owned and operated commercial print shop
State of Florida Minority Business Enterprise Certified
Member of Ocala/Marion Chamber of Commerce
Member of NAPL (National Association of Printers & Lithographers)

STOP RENTING
Own Your Own Home

Little mynas mimic mama and papa.
If you read they’ll want to, too.

• I'll save you thousands
’ Low monthly payments starting at $149
‘Complete packages
• Our land - Your land
‘Little or no money down
‘ First time buyer or single parent programs

Derick Nunn
A Touch Of Class

Hundreds Of Homes To Choose From
Single Wides - Double Wides - Triple Wides - New & Used - Repo's

” If I don't have it - You don't need it "
Call Me & I'll Solve Your Housing Needs
Classic Homes
Ocala 800-929-3316

fo

So read aloud, feed a mind, ten minutes a day and
be amazed howwell they fly off to school.
Visit your local library. They have great books
for you and your child to share together.

Feed Me A Story
© 1997 Read To Me International Foundation

SM
publix

Super markets

CHARITIES

Helping all children succeed for life.

Ulllbed W!ay
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North Central Florida
The mother of nine chil
dren, she was energetic. When

LlCHT

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

Of The
World
By Daniel Banks

she spoke, her words were
wise and she tried to make
kindness the rule for eveiy
thing she said. She possessed a
true mother’s
love that
stooped to lift the fallen and
reached out to brush away
tears of sadness. Her love was

stronger than death.
Happy Birthday Mom!
We love you and miss yoy!

to rest the notion that his so-

1991, during his presidential

called “personal life” (which
should have been limited to

race, after he campaigned here
in Ocala. I even shook his

Hillary ) does not affect his
professional life. He combined

hand. (1 did not vote for him in
1996, because by then, he’d

the two!
Now the race is on to see if
any laws were broken and to

already broken some of his
campaign promises!) I am a
member of the American pub
lic, but contrary to opinion
President’s conduct in office.

broken two spiritual laws,
which carry far more weight

commahdment is meant for
me, for you, for eveiy single
person, for every married per
Monica Lewinsky, for Prince

would surly follow through on

Charles, for Camilla Parker-

any referendum begun by the
President.

Bowles, for every pastor, for

Since .his shocking August

j teacher, for every missionaiy,
and for all mankind. God is no

cal liar, bordering on the brink
of madness! Anyone could

every

deacon,

for

as easily lie to the citizens of
this countiy and others on any

Wc Do Not Need A
“Player” In The White
House!!! There are far too
issue.

many of those running around
in every neighborhood as it is!
Infidelity,

unfaithfulness,

needed that little extra pat of
encouragement on the back,
she was always willing to give
it. During her lifetime, her
caressing hands have soothed
many burdened times.
I remember during numer
ous conversations between us,
how vivid a recollection she
had of our infant smiles, the
merry laughs of our child
hoods and our bright promises

David an all the losses he suf
fered for the remainder of his

of adulthood. Her tender care
left a lasting impression upon

life after committing adultery
with Bathsheba and murdering
her husband to cover it up?
Their first child died while it
was still very young. Later,

me. She was a mighty power
in this sirtful world. She may
not have ever travelled to
many fer away places, but for
her family; she has gone

David’s daughter was raped by
her half-brother. Another
brother avenged her by having
his brother killed. David, still'

For more than sixteen
years now, many names have

the messages that should be

later, had to .flee the kingdom

been linked with Bill Clinton’s

sent to our young people from

for his life after his son, Absa
lom, rebelled against him,
unsuccessfully. Because David

them are Jennifer Flowers,

lying, cheating, whoremongering, and covering up are not

the President! His is not the
example that they should fol

as fer as sex goes. Among
Kathleen Willey, Paula Jones,
and Monica Lewinsky. Sure,
we al make mistakes, but at

unfoigiveness or pretending to

used a sword against Uriah,
Bathsheba’s husband, the
sword never left his house.)

be “holier, than thou.” I’ll be

Exodus 20:16 commands,

the first to admit that I’m

“Thou shalt not bear false wit

minds that we will no longer

human too, and subject to the
same frailties as the next fel

ness against thy neighbor.” It

take the low road. Ifs a high

means, “Don’t lie!” These

low. Nonetheless, this country
is in a sad state of affairs when
it feels that it is O.K for the

same two commandments can

way to heaven. None can
walk up there, but the pure in

low!
This is not about haiboring

some point we have to draw.
the line an make up in our

also be found in the New Tes

heart! Pray my strength in the

tament in Romans 13:9,

Lord.

holder of the highest office IN
THE World to repeatedly

GREATER HOPEWELL

engage in illicit sexual activi

BAptist Church

ties with someone other than
his wife, in the hallway outside
the Oval Office or DURING
phone

conversations

with

other politicians. So that puts

515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School............... .. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............. . 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . .. ,5 p.m.
Evening Worship................. .6 p.m. l
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday .. ................. 6:30 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL

e City of Gainesville is
king a FT Transportation
inning Analyst. Profesnal level transportation
nning work involving colination of City transportan planning efforts with
ise of other agencies. Mass degree in Planning from
program accredited by
lerican Planning Associan and one year experience
urban planning; or an
livalent combination of
ining
and
experience
ich provides the required
iwledge, ability and skills,
lid Florida Driver's Liise required. Required to
:nd meetings outside regr business hours. Work
juires performance of
ks outdoors under varying
uatic conditions. Open
il filled. Salary range:
’,713 - $48,415. Failure to
lude SS# will cause appliion to be rejected. CITY
GAINESVILLE, P.O.
x 490, Gainesville, FL
502. EOE/AA/ADA/Vets
f. Drug-Free Workplace,
p. subject to disclosure
FL Public Records Law.
2) 334-5077.

worth more than thousands of
precious gems, our mother

death. She kept an unbreakable

was among the finest. For we
know that the strongest human

courage to wait, to watch and
to pray. Our mother possessed
uncanny strength, for she was
a woman who built and never
destroyed. A woman who
spread happiness and never
gloom.

throughout our beings. When

motion certain spiritual conse
whether the Lord foigives us
or not. (Remember King

to fece life’s fiercest battles in
sickness, danger, and even in

always strikes a happy note

you and I break His com
mandments, we place into

look her -in the eyes eaeh

deep in her heart, enabling her

this tribute to her.
Memories of our mother

we were troubled, she was
ever willing to assist in what
ever way she could. When we

United TheOlOgicai Seminary
and
Bible COllege
Extension O^ala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
. . Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Directdr
Dr. B.F. Martin, President •
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215 »
Monday

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

6:30-9:30
PM
Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and

6:30 PM9:30 PM

•Offering Degrees in.Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents,
over 50 miles away

LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monrce. Louisiana

ly, it hoped all things, believed
all things, endured all things
and neyer failed one of us.
A truly good mother is

out beyond her grave, I pay

respecter of persons! So when

quences that will overtake us

affair at the same time, can just

love so strong it seems to reach

every

sleep with his wife evety night,
morning and cany on a secret

Out of an everlasting love that
even death can’t extinguish, a

son, for President Clinton, for

chaiges. The Vice-President

bolical cad who is a pathologi

Words can not express how
deeply her presence is missed.

not commit adultery.” That

Representatives, as it was post

17th televised confession, I’ve
found Bill Qinton to be a dia

home on November 23,1997-

than any man-made law. Exo
dus 20:14 states, "Thou shalt

ed on the Internet and in my
opinion, Mr. Clinton should
resign or face impeachment

mother, Laura Alice Wright
Harshey, who left her earthly

feet, impeachable offenses. I
can tell you right now that he’s

pensable. I’ve read a great por
tion of the Independent Council’s report to the House of

ber23,1997
This September 21st is the
birthday of our dearly beloved

determine if the charges in
Kenneth Staff’s report are in

polls, I do not approve of the
Neither do I think he’s indis

Laura Alice Wright Harshey
September 21, 1932-Novem-

around the world thousands of
times in prayers.
She lived with courage

FOOD LION

love we will ever experience,
is the love of our mother.
Her life, though to us was
too brief was glorious; death
can not quench her love for us
or our love for her; it is

From Page. 8

your children: Rosetta For
shee,
CilaFaye
Wright,
Michael Harshey, Carolyn
Wright, Lisa Harshey, Terri
Harshey, Efird Wright, Jr.

ber 23,24 and 25,1998 at 7:30

Region at Mt Moriah Mis
sionary Baptist Church, 2295

pjm. Evangelistic guest speak

Adams Street, Palm Bay,

ers will include:'Wednesday,

Lome Harshey and Demeturis
Harshey.

Florida.

Rev. Willie Kingcade; Thurs
day, Rev. Carl Gadson and Fri

The convention will take
place on Friday, October 20,
1998 and Saturday October
31,1998 at the Ramada Inn,

patient and kind; for her femi
I’m a registered Democrat.
I voted for Bill Cliriton in

Ocala News
A.P. Terry, pastor will hold
revival meetings on Septem

day, Dr. Burdell Strickland.

GAINESVILLE
RESIDENTS:

t. ■

Send your news
items to:
The Tri-County
Challenger

33704

Southwest/Central

New Second Bethel Mis
sionary Baptist Church, Dr. /1881 N.E. Palm Bay Road.
' Johnny Adams, Pastor will run
The theme chosen is “The
revival on September 27,28 &
Church Refocusing on Bibli
29th at 7:30 pm. Evangelistic
cal Principles”; Emphasis will
speakers -are: Sunday, Rev.
be 1998 Working, St. John
Michael Warren; Monday/ 14:12; Mission Statement:
Rev. D.J. Beriy and. Tuesday,
Dr. Fred Maeweathers.

2500 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL

vention

Florida General Baptist
Convention
The Second Meeting of the
Florida General Baptist Con

Working to Retreat Site Mort
gage Liquidation.
Dr. James C. Wise, Presi
dent, Dr. Fred Maeweathers,
Sr. Regional Director, Dr. Har
vey I. Riley, Host Pastor.

lQ
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Kev. Le on Lowrv

From Page. 1

L-R: Rev. Leon Lowry, Sr. and Rev. W. Favorte

Philmore, Isiah Robinson, Williams Kaydell WrightHelen Saunders, Dale Terrell, Douglas and Oretha Wright,
Jeanette Trotter, Geraldine chairperson.
White, Cora Williams, Patricia

•

Publi*

They11 outgrow rattles, diapers
ana sounds such as “baba-gain-sapa?
Alter 24 montbs tlieyll also
outgrow tbe Publix Baby Club.

How tne Publix Baby Clubsm worts.

How atout some coupons, too?

If you have a baby under 24 months or you’re pregnant now, you're
eligible for the absolutely free Publix Baby Club5? Sign up and in
about foor to six weeks you’ll receive coupons for ail sorts of free
stuff: coupons for free baby products, more members-only

We figure'-you could always use coupons for other products
throughout the store, right? So, as one more incentive to join the
Publix Baby Clubr we'll send you coupons to save you money on

coupons, a free newsletter - even membership itself .is free.
First-time parents will also receive a helpful book from- the
American Academy of Pediatrics, Caring For four Baby And Young
Child. It’s our way of saying welcome to our family. Hopefully we'll
make the pregnancy-through-24 months time a little easier

Now ahout those coupons for free products.
Four to six weeks after you join the Publix' Baby Club9" we'll send
you coupons for free products. These aren’t trial sizes, mind you.
They're the real, full-sized products. And as we mentioned before,
first-time parents wiifoalso-receive that great book from the
American Academy of Pediatrics.Your complete guide to invaluable
medical and child-rearing advice for children from birth to age 5,

lots of Publix and national brand items.

Did we mention tkis was free?
We think you've got the hint. But just so you know, Publix. Baby
Club5"1 membership is absolutely free. The only thing you need to
have going for you is a child younger than 24 months-or be an
expectant parent. Just visit the baby aisle in your neighborhood
Publix for all the enrollment information you’ll need, and join today.
And again, welcome to our family.

Free news by way ot the tree newsletter.

■ Publix,

The Publix Baby Clubfr newsletter is a colorful and exciting way
to get some helpful hints. Every few month's you’ll receive our

SUPER MARKETS

newsletter packed with oodles of practical tips, and important
information orr baby care and family life'.

Where shopping is a pleasure.®
Number and type pf coupons and items in welcome package may change without notice;
Book available for first-time parents only.
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B-CC Alumni Presents Their Future Queen VA Regional
Office Has Moved
TAMPA- On

Sunday,

ST. PETERSBURG - The VA Regional Office

September 13, 1998 at 4:00
p.m. the HiUsborough County

recently moved its office from downtown 144 - 1st
Avenue South to 9500 Bay Pines Boulevard, St.

Chapter of Bethune-Cookman
College Alumni Association
I held their Future Miss B-CC

Petersburg.
The Regional Office will open and will start serving
veterans at their new location on September 15, 1998.
The main change is our location for visitors. Our new

[Coronation at the 0.B.CA

I Auditorium in Tampa.
I The gathering was very

building is on the Bay Pines VA campus adjacent to the
Medical Center and the National Cemetery. We hope to

well attended and was one of
the most festive events held in

serve more veterans, more conveniently.
There has been no change in the P.O. Box # which

Tampa and by the Alumni
Association.

remains 1437, St. Petersburg, FL 33731. The 1-800 num
ber also remains at 1-800-827-1000.

Mistress of Ceremony for
the Coronation was Molbert
Scrivens and Birdie Underwopd. Other participants
included Rev. Dr. C.C. Carl
man, Latina Canty, Kasha
Freeny, Ziegfield Foundation

Tiphani Sanders, Foture Miss B-CC-1998
Queen

1st Runner Up, Shaki Hannah w/ Mother
Debbie C. Hannah

Group; Processional of the
reigning Queen, Future Miss
[B-Cc, Lady Courtney R.
Jones; Raquel L. Watson,
Grace Mary Youth Choir;:
Rebirth Youth Choir and Ciro

Escorts, Roderick Carter II,

The St. Janies Family Suported the Winner

Gary Cassell, Jamal Washing
ton, and Gino Gibbons: Little
Buds - Kayla, Bell, Shakera
Greene,

Adria

Myriah

Johnson,

Bayfronl/St. Anthony’s Health

Session two will begin at
10:00 a.m. Several types ofl

Care, the Bayfront Health

cancer will be

Foundation and the American
Cancer Society have teamed

(prostate, lung, breast, anc

ST.

Luysterbuig and remarks by
Helen Young, President of
local chapter.
Processional for the former
Queen, Contestants and Court;

Dillard, Brittany

African-American
Health Forum
Hosted By
Bayfront Medical
Center--- ———
PETERSBURG -

tani Sanders.
Crowning of Future Miss
B-CC 1998, Ms. Courtney
RJones.

colon-rectal).

Reginalc

up to sponsor a free communi
ty program, The African
American Health Forum. The

Roundtree, Anchor for WTSI
Channel 10, will be the moder

event will take place at
Sheen Conference Center on
Saturday, October 10th.

The final session, begin
ning at 12:30 will include £
variety of topics: Diet & Nutri
tion, Eye Diseases, Ora

Bayfront Medical Center’s

Melton, Teirra Ray and Brit-

discussec

ator.

Physicians and medical

Health, Stress Management

personnel will speak about a
variety of health care issues

and your Children’s Health.
This session will be moderatec

geared specifically toward our
AfricanAmerican community.
You may wish to attend all the
sessions or decide to pick and

by Kelly Williams, Healtl

choose to fit your health care

specialists will include: Doc

needs.

tors. Frederick Guerrier, Fred
die McRae, Keith Brady,

Registration will begin at

Reporter for WTSP Channe
Other guest physicians anc

7:30 a.m. The program will

Karen Bigby, Kenneth Bryant,

begin at 8:00 a.m. with open
ing remarks and a general
overview of African American
Health,
The first panel discussion
will begin at 8:20 and will

Eamst Vieux, Paul McRae,
Kenyon Fort, Reginold Ligon,

include

over you will be better
informed about health issues

presentations

on

hypertension, heart disease,
and diabetes. Tbe moderator
for this session is Sylvester
Farrell, producer and host for
programs aired on WEDU
Public Television.

Deborah French, John Carnes
and otheis.
The entire 'program will
wrap up by 2:30 and when its!

you may one day face, what
you can do to lessen your risks,
and where you can go for the!
care you need.

Unclaimed
Bicycle Auction
ST. PETERSBURG -

First Avenue North.

The City of St. Petersburg
Police Department will be

Unclaimed bicycles will
be sold in AS IS condition,

having a public auction of

and there will be NO pre
inspection of bicycles prior

unclaimed bicycles on
Saturday, September 19th.
The auction will begin at
Sam, with registration at
7:30am.
It will be held in the
covered patio area adjacent
to the front lobby of the
Police Department, 1300

to the sale.
Cash and local

If you. have any ques
tions, please contact the
Property and Evidence
Section at 893-7560.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred HeGriff Have in Common?

HIRES
Just as happiness affect the
whole family so does immoral
habits.
Foigiveness is far better
than revenge, foigiveness is a
sign of maturity, revenge is a

, • "Free Full Service Car Wash wiih Oil Change"
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

(CAR WASH/
—s.
(QUlKLUBE)
DETAIUNG
CENTER

of good behavior.
Trouble will always go
where ever it’s invited.

NEWS

deadline
IS
4 PM
MONDAY

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

(813) 327-1900
8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

sign we’ie underdeveloped.
If we plant seeds of good
values we will reap a harvest

)

"the" "T ""fresh'T " “

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

"

WORKS!' 'N SHINE" J car wash
SAVE s2501 SAVE $2“ I SAVE $1“
5AVE *3" 'Car
Wash,
FULL SERVICE
|
Soft Cloth Car
30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check

I

WI.TRA SHISli |

| 1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |

CAR WASH

I

Vnn ii im

|
Under Chassis Spray &
Polish Wax, ULTRA
| Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite, |
Lube, Visual Inspect.,
SHISI- Poly Sealant, Air
Armorall Tires, &
PLUS “Free Full Service
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite
Air Freshener
Car Wash"
Includes Oil, Filter,

At all 7-lfs, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $8.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 10/2/98

Coupon EXPIRES 10/2/98

Coupon EXPIRES 10/2/98

Coupon EXPIRES 10/2/98

area

checks (with identification)
will be accepted.
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CHURCH NEWS
Greater St. Paul
Church. .. .

Rev. M. Mason Walker
and Moore’s Chapel Qiurch
family welcome you to their

musician.

services this 3rd Sunday in
September, the 20th both 8:00

worship with Mount Zion
A.M.E. Qiurch family at
921-20th Street South, Thurs
pjn.

dine Gray; 11:00 a.m. by Rev.
Walker; Music will be provid

For,
transportation to
churdi services, please contact

ed by the African Freedom

Willie F. Bryant, 894-6067

Singers directed and accompa

before 10:00 p.m. Saturday
evenings.

Melvin.

The

EVENTS MEETINGS and
_REHEARSALS-

Stewardess

*Noon Day Prayer Service
Wednesdays 12:00 noon.
*Prayer Service/Bible Study

at 9:30 a.m. with Superinten

Wednesdays 7:00 pjn.
*Afiican Freedom Singers

dent Mose Phillip Bell in
chaige. Assisted by Superin

The 3:00 p.m. speaker will
He is a member of Bethel
Community Baptist Church,

bration with a T[ea and Fashion
Show on Sunday, September, Rev. Manuel Sykes, Pastor.
20 from 4 until 7 p.m. in the
Everyone is invited to
i»me and witness the blessing
Fellowship Hall..
Ofi Sunday September 27$

pf these wonderful speakers.

at 10:45 a.m. the guest speaker
will be Sis. Ruth Johnson, a

The church is located at
p32-j33rd Street! Soutlji. For

dynamic and spirit-filled ser

transportation ori more infor-!

vant of God. She is a member
of Pleasant Grove Baptist
Qiurch, Rev. Joseph Gordon,

Rehearsals Thursdays.

tendent Jamie Wilburn. Tracy
Simpson is church School

be Minister Myron Hannon.

mation about these events!
please contact j tiie church at!
327-7101.

Pastor.

Memorial Church
Celebrates
Anniversary/
Homecoming

day September 25th at 7:00

Board and the Usher Board
will serve.
Qiurch School will begin

The Greater St. Paul
Qiurch family will observe
their Annual Dual Daiy Cele

Rev. Walker and Moore’s
Chapel Church femily will

and 11:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m. the sermon will
be delivered by Sister Geral

nied by musician Michael

Myron Harmon

St. Mark

Moore’s Chapel Stewart-Isom

Pleasant Grove M.B.
Church Concert
The Mass Choir of Pleas
ant Grove Missionaiy Baptist
Church will be in concert pn
Swjiday Sq itember 27,1998at
4:0b p.m.

us!
Pleasant Grove Mission
ary Baptist Church is located at
2550 9th Avenue South, St
Petersbuig, FL. Dea. Lee
Moofe and! Sis. Lillian John

Specia Guest will pe
McCabe United Methodist

Stewart-Isom Memorial
CME

“O magnify the Lord with

Rev.

them as they celebrate their'
Annual Homecoming and
Anniversaiy the weekend of
The Celebration will begin
on Friday night, September
25th with a Happy Hour in the
fellowship hall of the church
from 6 to 8 p.m. Following
that, on Saturday, September
26th, join them for fun, food,
gam6s and fellowship at a pic
nic from 10-3 p.m. at Fort Des
oto Park on the North Beach.
On Sunday, September
27th the celebration continues
with Sunday School at 9:30
a.m. and a 10:45 a.m. praise
service. At the 11 ajn. worship
seivice you will be encour
aged, inspired and motivated
Jby our guest speaker the Rev.
H.C.Wilkes qf Miami, FL,

At the 5:00 p.m. Worship
Service, you don’t want to
miss the awe-inspiring mes
sage from the Lord that will be
delivered to you by another
guest speaker, the Rev. Larry
Batie, Pastor of Jameson CME
Church in St Louis, MO., who
is also a former pastor of Stewart-Isom.
After the 5 p.m. service
you are invited to join the
warm, friendly Stewart-Isom
family for desert extraordinaire
in the fellowship hall.
Please plan to attend any or
all of the events during the
Homecoming/Anniversary
celebration at Stewart-Isom.
The address is 1820 Walton
Street South.

join us.

M.B.Church,
welcomes
everyone to worship with us

Annual High Attendance
& Penny Rally - The Baptist

the

Training Union will sponsor
the annual event on Sunday,
September 27,1998 at 5:00 in

3rd

Sunday.

Church

Sdiool will begin at 9:30 a.m.
under the leadership of Super
intendent John Washington. At
10:45 a.m. the Deacons of St.
Mark will open the service
with a veiy spirit-filled devo
tion The Spedal Chorus and
the Male Chorus will give
song service throughout the
day, under the direction of

the afternoon. We would like
for everyone to come out and
join us.

WEEKLY MINISTRY
SCHEDULE
•Monday - 6:00 P.M. Chil-,
dren/Youth-Choir Rehearsal;
7:30 p.m. Gospel Chorus;

Franklin Gray, accompanied

•TUesday - 7:00 p.m. Teach

by Vivian Green at the piano.
Usher Board No 2 will serve

eis Meeting; 8:00 p.m. Male
Chorus;

and the message will be deliv
ered by Pastor Brown.

cial Chorus;

—ANNOUNCEMENTS—
AU Choirs Anniversary-

•Thursday - 10:30 a.m.
Senior Hour of Power; 7:00

The combined choiis of St.
Mark will have their Anniver

p.m. Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study;

sary Celebration on Sunday,
September 20, 1998 at 4:00

Women.

•Wednesday - 7:00 p.m. Spe

•Saturday - 6:30 Junior

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

All are Welcome to join us.

Christ Gospel Church

son, Coordinators; Dea. Willie
Dawson, President and Rev.
Joseph Goraon, Pastor.

Church Choir of the city.

Church with

Calvin Hopkins as its pastor is
inviting the community to join

Presiding Elder of the
Miami/Tampa District of the
CME Church..

p.m. Eveiyone is invited to

Rev. Brian K Brown and
members of the St. Mark

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

327-0997

Friendship

THE FAMILY THAT
PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER
| Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. P.D.H.! Leonard
Pastdr

Missionary Baptist

SUNBAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER. TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
___-J before service.
Mondays & Thursdays. 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(813) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

John A. Evans,. Sr.

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

OF SEBViCE

$or». Forty Morning Seevtce
Suru Surx&ty seboot & CttontaHoa
Zufy. Miming
Communion
t&S
>
Sun, axtt
Meeting fr
Study
/

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

WAM
$630 AM
TO AM
kOO FM
•ooo am fr to m

n-fom limp*,...

REV. FRS0 L MAXWEU, PASTOR
... .........

The Church Where Everyone ls Welcome

“The Church That’s Moving’Forward Together”

Qy
a

'202S W. Central Blvd,

FIRST MT.

PILGRIM EVANGELIST

MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH,

Travelers Rest

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

MlSSlONARY
apust
hurch
2183 - 22nd Avenue South

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

St. Petersburg> FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869

321-3545

Residence: 894-5094

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship.............. .

8:00 a.m.

Sunday School......... ..... ..... ............. 9:30 a.m.

B

Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor

C

Home Phone:345-3121'; ¥
1

Mid-Morning Worship Service............... 11:00 a.m.

TAe

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)........... 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

10th Street Church Of God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School. . ......................... .. . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .....;................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/

Bible Study ..................................7.-15 p.m.
2830 - 22nd Avenue Soutli •' St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

9:00 AM......................................................... ............... .. Prayer Time
9:30 AM................................... . .................... .. ............Sunday School
11:00 AM........................ .................................... •. .................... Worship
12:30 PM................... .......... ............................After Service Fellowship
• Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bikle Study

International Headquarters, Anderson,-Indiana

You are inviied to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

KINGDOM BUILDERS' CHRISTIAN FELLOWSi
Place fat Salvation. Sanctification, and Sotvicel"

Sunday Worship Service 1:30pm - 3:00pm
Thursday Bible Study
7:00pm - 9:00pm
We are TEMPORARILY
located at Lakewood U.C.C.
2601 54th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

■ReW "Philadelphia Community Church |

LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

Tbe Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

„

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
R, O. Box 15935 • St Petersburg, FL 33733
9:50 AM * Momhig Worship 10:30 AM
■ Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Sunday School...................................................... 930a.m.

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OFATTRACTION"

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sunday Worship

Sunday School............10:00 am Baptist Training Uni<>n.4:30 pin
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
....... ..............;......7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.................. ............................................6:30 pm

Morning Worship............. ................. 11:00 a.m.

ELIM

INC,

2790 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Deacon Ministry...................... .. ........................... ..................................Deacon Edward Nesbittl
Finance Ministry................................................... ..............................................................James Robinson|
Children & Youth Ministry................... ...................................................................
Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry......
............................................................... ......................... ..
Wyvonnia McGee

Rev. Edward V. March. Pastor

1 PETER 3:15

1 PETER

813-822-8245

Nondenominalional, nnulliracial, casually-dressed, congregalion of belief „hn put Failh in

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

ji C&nrcfc FWiCft Passion Por God and Compassion Por People"

Schedule of Services

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Bro. Robert Smith

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.
Sunday Morning Bible Class................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 aim.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . ...................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class . ............. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:0.0 p.m.

—

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Proble, ns
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation’ Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Church School.................................................. ... . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship......................... ............... ... . . . .11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... ...... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship

.....................6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday...............................................................................7 p.m.

i

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week fiom church makes one weak.”
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CHURCH NEWS
Greater IVIt. Zion

The Male Chorus will render
song service and Pastor Robin
son will deliver the spoken
word. Sunday School will
immediately follow. At the

and His presence in their lives
and daily occupations. Make
plans to join us and be a part of
this seivice.

event. You are encouraged to
be in attendance. Remember

tan’s 95th Anniversaiy. The
theme, “Let Nothing Separate
Us From The Love of God”,

the Master Ticket Plan allows

Romans 8:38-39, certainly
addresses the hearts of this
Christian femily. As we move

means. Transportation is avail
able for all events by calling

Our doors are always open

tor’s Appreciation Seryices
to be held Wednesday, Sep
tember 23rd thru Friday, Sep

pjn.;

tember 25th, starting at 7:30

Wednesday - Vintage Bible

man. The theme is “Striving

pin. It’s a service where every

Study at 11:00 a.m. and Prayer

for Excellence in Spiritual
Growth”, and the colors for

one can participate. Lets show

Meeting at 7:30 p.m.

first Awards Day Program
will be held honoring: The
Outstanding Adult Male and

categoiy. A member will only
be eligible once to receive this

Female Member, of the Year

honor The winning recipients
will receive either a plaque,

and The Outstanding Youth
Male and Female Member of

trophy, or certificate for their

the Year.

We will also pay special
tribute to the Eldest Member

This honor will be
bestowed upon the dedicated
persons who have gone above

outstanding services.

of the Year, and the Longest
Continued Member of the

The Holy Ghost Chureh of God
Purchased With Hls Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School............................
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................. 11:30a.m.
YPWW....................
6:00 p.m.
Evening worship............................................... 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

With Allah's Name,
The Merdful BenefaCtor,
The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.
3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete

prayerfully toward culmina
tion, we look forward to game

Children and youfe will

being held on Wednesday

lead church family in worship

evening at 6:15. These weekly
sessions are for individuals

reminded to wear church t-

and the great teaching and
preaching we have enjoyed.
The hour is near to put love
into action. We encourage

shirts to mid-moming service.
Preparation and planning for
children/youth input and
involvement, in church’s

who have responded to God’s
call and are presently involved
in, an aspect of Christian min
istry. For additional infonna
tion about feis class, contact

members, family and friends

Services Wednesday, 9/23 thru

to' join us in this celebration.

Friday 9/25-7:30 p.m.
27th - CAM Law Enforce

eighth anniversaiy observance
will be done at conclusion of

Pastor.
Bible Study follows ordi

woiship service.
Ordination classes

nation preparation classes. Per

Spedal thank-you’s are wel

ment Day Service 11:00 a.m.

are

Applicants should be 18 years

•27 - Anniversaiy Proper at
11:00 a.m.

urday for Midday Prayer
years are encouraged to enroll , Hour, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
and be in attendance each SEPTEMBER CALENDAR
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m Join
•19th - Samson/Delilah
us for your growth in Faith.
Softball Game at 5:00 pjn.;
Pathways To Excellence is
* *20 - Taste of Befeel (After
now accepting applications for 11:00 a.m. service);
future vacancies in our Before
•26 - 95th Anniversaiy
and After School program. Banquet at 6:00 pjn.;
old and must meet Pinellas
County
License
Board

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Daily Prayer (M-F) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

study sessions should arrive by
7:00 p.m. Approximately one
hour is spent studying scrip

The Reverends Mary
Wheeler-Jones and Edward
Nesbitt are presently assisting

ture. A survey of fee Old Tes
tament is presently being stud
ied. Sunday morning Wisdom

membeis in discovering feeir
spiritual gifts. Several mem
bers are involved in this min

School compliments weekly

istry and continues to meet

Bible Study. Members are
uiged to attend both sessions

weekly as feey mutually and
individually discern feeir spiri

and grow in Qiristian disciple
ship.

tual “gift-mix”.

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg FL33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455

(Howard Johnson's)

Sunday School.........................................10:00 AM
Morning Worship................................. ,.11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
.......... ................................................. Tuesday 7:30 PM

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

“All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend”

Church School...... ,9-30 a.m.
M orning Worship 11 00 a m
BTU
5.00 pm
Evening Worship

6 0C p m

Tuesday Evening
Bible Class
.

7 10 p m

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsed....... .......5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study
7 30 p.m
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m,i

The Church Whan Christ ts Tha HEAD

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck
1500 N. Pennsyl[vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services
Sunday Sckool .................................................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
MorningWorskip..............................................................................................li :00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................................................................. 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worskip............................................................................................................6:00p.m.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Weekly Services

10:30 AM..................PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ................ SUNDAY
9:00 AM.................................. CHURCH SCHOOL..........................SUNDAY
5:00 RM............................ FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM........................................BIBLE STUDY...............................TUESDAY
6:00 PM..................................PRAYER SERVICES .........................TUESDAY
7:30 PM......................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, Wed nesdav 7:00 p.m.

The cnurcn where everybody is somebody and Christ is aH.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Macedonla Freewlll Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg. Florida
Rev. John Copeland. Pastor
Morning Worship............. ......................... ....................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School................................................. ................. 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship............. ........... ........ ................ 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......................... 7:00 p.m.

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor * 323-1290, Church

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School ..................................................... ............................. 9:30 am
Morning Worship............................................................... ... . . 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ......................................................Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ..............Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev, Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Baptist !nstitutional Church:

Sunday School - 9:30 a.M.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Jli. gum Jwgwkiiw

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting 7:00-8:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Transportation Is Available

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinsort, Pastor

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311

Wednesday, Bible Study - 8:00-9:00 p.m.

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"

GreAter Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Worship Service:

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

The Rev. Hany L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Come Worship With
the First BAptist FAmily

Sunday School:

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
Sunday Worship .......................................... .10:30 a.m.
Sunday School ................... .................. ............9:00 a.m.
Prayer Service/Bible Study ............... .. .Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ............ . .Thurs. 6:00 p.m.
Tutoring ........... ..Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

.| |

pjn. Bring your Bible and
writing tools. Meet us this Sat

PEACEFUL 2ION M.B. CHURCH

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Phone: 323-7518

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

AWANA our youth oriented
Bible study is back in session.
Youfe from fee ages of 3 to 18

sons interested in attending

Antioch Church

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

We welcome you at all times.

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL

Baptist

emony 11:00 ajn.;
Pastor/Pulpit Aide Board Wor
ship Service 5:00 pjn.;
23rd - Pastor’s Appreciation

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

for

20th - 1st Annual Awards Cer

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

Prayer Tower Church Of warn vnnsi

Nurture

You are encouraged to

New Philadelphia Community Baptist

Baptist Training Union........ 5 p.m.

us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer j 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

327-0554.

appreciate pastor Robinson

Evening Worship ...... 6 p.m.

IB

obligation in a more economic

on Sunday. Membeis are

Morning Worship . . . . . . ... , ,,10:45 a.m.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with

you to satisfy your anniversary

.

Mondav-Bible Study at 6:00

Sunday School . . . . . . ...... . .9:30 a.m.

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

tember 26 at 6:00 pjn. is a

CALENDAR

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

Anniversary Banquet, Sep

jus how much we love and

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

attend our Thursday Noon
Day Bible Study, 12:00 to 1:00

have experienced great enthu
siasm for Bethel Metropoli

extend an invitation to every
one to join us in our weekly
services.

select a recipient from each

available in fee church office.

will focus on Evangelism.
Minister James Macon will
enlighten us each week.

from our community, always
sharing in the love oLQuist

another conference year we
invite one and all to our Pas

A panel of judges will

a Taste of Bethel where a vari
ety of ethnic and original deli
cacies will be available after
the 11:00 ajn. service. The

invited to come out and be a
part of this program. Let us
continue to show our support

to all and we continue to

11:00 a.m Woiship Hour our

“Building On Excellence”
Scholarship information is

Black Tie and After Five

As we come to the dose of

this occasion will be gold and
white.

ly through its Teaching Min
istiy. The month of September

men, Lannis and Gwendolyn
Thomas and their committee

red and white.

vices. Our early morning ser
vice will be held at 7:30 a.m.

tember 19, at 5:00 pjn. On
Sunday September 20, explore

come together to share feel
ings information and concerns

filled - service. The colots are

The Guest Speaker is Min
ister Councilman Frank Peter

requirements.

blessing to this Christian femi

celebrating with woiship ser
vice at 5:00 p.m. Everyone is

board as we enjoy a spirit-

Mt. Zion this conference year.

Softball Game, Saturday, Sep

ajn. worship. Join us as local
officers, officials and staff

for a job well done by this

this Sunday’s Worship ser

Churches continues to be a

Pastor/Pulpit Aide Board

The day will end with the

and beyond the call, of duty to
make a difference at Greater

9
d,
2 rvF
of tho
the Samson &
Delilah

Team, Concord Choir and
Male Ministiy Usher Board
will serve.
Church Anniversary chair

and neighbors.

and the Mt. Zion Church fam
ily wish to invite all to attend

11:00 a.m„ and Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m. The Praise

annual Law Enforcement
Day Service on Sunday, Sep
tember 27th during the 11:00

with us and bring your friends

Rev. Charles Robinson

nr Lyons
T vnnQ and thp
Pastor
the
church family invite you to
join us for services at 8:00 and

Closing out the month
CAM will be sponsoring their

munity. Please plan to worship

Frank Peterman Jr.

Bethel Metropolitan

come and a good time in the
Lord is promised.

Year. Special recognition will
be given to Pinellas County
School Bus Drivers for their
dedicated services to the com

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, boy scouts, private school.

Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ‘Tape Ministry • Bus Ministiy
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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Bethel Community Celebrates Rev. Lattimore Jones Day
taking us through these trying
times,” Rev. Jones says. “The

buig Little Green Devils team.
Rev. Jones attended St. Peters

prescribed medication feat
does not agree wife him or her,

love of fee Lord is in both of
our lives, and we can stand tall
in anything. He never puts

burg Theological Seminary

feey should immediately call
feeir doctor.

more on you than you can
bear.” Because of her hus

a brief period, he also enrolled
in fee International Theologi
cal Seminary at Befeel Com

band’s disability, Ann Jones

munity Baptist Church.

church and fee supportive love
feey receive from fee mem

says feere have been some
financial struggles, but God

His wife has also worked
diligently in fee church as pres

bers. In fact, Rev. Jones says
Christians all over fee countiy,

always meets feeir needs. Rev.
Jones admits feat he some
times gets depressed and tries

ident of fee Missionaiy Soci

at fee churches of relatives, are
praying for him;

not to let anyone know. But his
wife chimed in feat she will
not allow him to get feat way.
Rev. Jones is well-known
in St. Petersburg, having
attended McAdams School
before it was named Happy

Lattimore Jones
When Rev. Lattimore
Jones walks to the microphone
as woiship leader or preacher
for the morning service, at
Bethel Community Baptist
Church

the

congregation

always knows lthat they are in
for a spirit-filled time, because

them how to abase and
abound. His smile laughter and
humor are contagious. His
love and concern for people is
always evident and is the rea
son he became a volunteer in
the emergency room at

Workers Day Nursery, 16th
Street Elementary School,
Davis Elementary and Gibbs

to fee ministry nearly eight
yeais ago and was made a pastor’s assistant at Befeel Com

of Rev. Jones’ enthusiastic

pastoral care unit. Even though

munity Baptist Church several

praise for God’s compassion

he is' on dialysis, he has

years ago, under fee leadership

and- blessings. Ihe congrega
tion is always swept up in his

worked at Bayfiont for a little

of fee pastor, Rev. Manual L
Sykes. Rev. Jones grew up in
fee church along wife his six

fervent witnessing and rejoic
ing about the goodness qf the
Lord. Rev. Jones is pastor’s
assistant to the Rev, Manuel L.

the emeigency room and eval

Sykes.

uated their needs. If there was

In 1995, Rev. Jones was
diagnosed with renal failure

a real crisis, he would take
them to the chaplain. Some
times he would have to take all

and had to begin dialysis at
Bay Area Dialysis Center.
And it is because of his spiritu
al strength and overwhelming
concern for others, while cop
ing with his own illness, that
Bethel Community Baptist
Church will observe Rev. Lat
timore Jones Day during the
10. a.m. worship .service on

fee members of a femily into a

brofeeis and sisters. His moth
er, Lillian Jones, is a long time

wise have. It makes those
unbearable days a little bit eas
ier.”
He tells people who must
start fee dialysis process feat its
important to keep a positive

tation to all to join us this Sun
day for Church School at 9:00
a.m. followed by fee Worship
Seivice at 10:30* a.m. The
Youfe Ushers will serve under
fee direction of Sis. Helen
Bradley and Sis. Wanda Lawson. The Mass Choir will.render fee music, Pastor Dawkins
will deliver fee spoken word.
The Harrisites will cele
brate feeir 34th Anniversary
wife Rev. James D. Syes, Pas
tor of St. Paul AMK Church,
Ocala, FL

about fee people who are feere

All are welcome to join us
Sunday afternoon at 4:00 p.m.

Rev.

to assist you. You’re feere for

on September 20,1998. Come

Jones has served as a sexton,

two or more hours so you get
to know fee doctor and nurse

and be blessed.

member and a source of spiri
tual strength for fee church. At
Bethel

Community,

superintendent of fee youfe
division of fee Sunday School,

attitude. “They should leam

Weekly Activities
Monday. 6:00-New Members

OtherActivities Include:

at 9:30 a.m., followed by
Morning Worship at 11:00
a.m.

-Mid-Day Bible Study, eveiy
Thuisday, 11am.

center of attraction...and fee
Word of God is preached!

-Mass Choir rehearsal, Tues

Transportation is available

Our Mid-Week service is
held on Wednesday evenings
beginning at 7:00 pin. wife

day and Thursday, 7pm.

praise and worship service fol
lowed by Bible Study Session.
This session is designed for a
deeper, in-depth study of
God’s Word. Come and join in
wife us as we allow fee spirit to
teach us what feus saife fee
Lord.
We would like to thank
pastor Darrell Lewis Gilyard
of Shiloh Metropolitan Baptist
Qiurch in Jacksonville, FLfor
being our guest speaker during
fee culmination service for our
Pastor, Rev. D. Franklin
Brown’s 2nd Anniversaiy.
Special thanks to Rev.
Dexter McCreefor also bring
ing God’s word to his people
as well during fee anniversaiy
celebration. A special thanks
to all fee'committee membeis
that worked , so hard in putting
together a special celebration

-Young Adult Ministiy, 3rd
Saturday, 5pm.
-Deacons and Deaconess Min
istry, 1st Saturday, 10am
-New/Reclaimed Members
Ministry, eveiy Sunday, 9:30
a.m.
-Senior Citizen’s Fellowship,

quarterly at 7pm.

v.

-YoungAdult Choir rehearsal,
eveiy 4th Wednesday before

Qass; 6:30 - Lay Meeting;

Rev. Sammy Graham, fee
former lead singer for fee Old

group in fee fifties, sixties, and
seventies. (WTMP/Channel 8)
He is now fee pastor of “This
Rock Apostolic Faith Church

are grandparents. They say
feeir faith has helped them to
be strong during difficult
times. “It’s nobody but Jesus

Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m. ..
.......... Morning Service
9:45 a.m....
.......... Sunday SchOOl
11:00 a.m. .,. . .. .. .Worship Service
5:00p.m. ......
...............B.T.U.

“The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL

Study; Choir Practice, 7:00:

Thursday, Youth Church,6:00.

8:00

a.m

.....................'......................................................... 9:30

a.m

............................. .......................... 11:00

a.m

Baptist Training Union.....................:.........................................5:00 p.m
Study/Prayer Service ...................... Thursday 7:30 p.m

Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ........................................6:00 p.m

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest jOnes, Pastor

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church

“ft

&

Bealsville Church Of God
2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)
Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

*

Sunday School; 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER
W

Phone

S

(813) 328-9412

NURSERY AND
H
CHILDREN’S
I
CHURCH
P
AVAILABLE
Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

more information.
Scheduled Cottage Prayeis
are as follows:

Willie Foster.
The designated time for
fee Cottage Prayers will be at
7:30pm.

Tornadoes,

well

in San Diego. He left Tampa in
the late sixties, but never
stopped singing and jumping.
He now features his son
Paul Graham who you certain
ly will enjoy his rendition of
“Walk ArounftHeaven.
For An evening of Gospel
Enjoyment, plan to be feere.

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
CatholiC DioCese of St. Petersburg
Sunday Services Are At:
10:00 a.m. Gospel Choir
Order of Service from the

Father Callist Nyambo

African-American Catholic Hymnal

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School .........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..... .11-oo a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
Except God build the

istry, please notify BettyAndrews or Pastor Browne for

St. Joseph Church

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:0,0
a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 12 Noon & 6:45 p.m.
Friday Morning Prayer: 6:30 a.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

ested in taking part in this Min

Early Morning Worship.............................
7:00 a.m.
Sunday School........................................................................ 930 a.m.
Morning Worship.......... .......................................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.........................................
430p.m.
Communion................................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays..... ......... ..............................................................730 p.m.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186

Mid-Morning Worship

monthly basis. Anyone inter

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship..................................................................... .
School

again Cottage Prayers on a

Pleaiant (fave MiAAj&H&uf H&ptiAt QluUick

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
Sunday

Pastor Browne, along wife fee
Evangelistic Ministiy, offers

All Nations Church Of
God By Faith------------Church of God by Faith, 3000
4th Avenue South on Saturday,
September 19, 1998 at 7:30
. p.m.

In fee community, he has
coached wife fee St. Peters

held during fee celebration of
our church’s 54th Anniversary,

-Business Meetings are held

The Mighty Gospel Reve
lations of San Diego, Califor

Wednesday. Noon Day Bible

Because of fee tremendous

•Sept 17th, Ora Kleckley.
•Oct 15th, Wanda Simmons. \
rehearsal, every 3rd Saturday, •Nov. 12th, Open
•Dec. 17th, Deacon and Mrs.
5pm.

be singing at Al Nations

you used to eat. But eat it spar
ingly. “Rev. Jones also suggest
that if a patient on dialysis is

leaving a message.

every 4fe Thursday, 6:30p.m.;
-Young
Adult
Ushers

known radio and TV gospel

First. Mt. Zion

Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Thursday, 7pm.

(Jumping Bean) Graham will

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

O

-Pulpit Ade Ministry, 2nd

Tuesday, Prayer and Qass
Meeting at 6:00; Bible Study,
7:00:

Sunday School
;:........... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................................... 11 a.m.
Night Worship
7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class .......... .7.......8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting.............................. 8p.m.
Friday Tarry Service...............
8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School
11 a.tn.

SERVICE

cles, 3rd Thursday, 7pm.
-Board of Christian Education,
2nd Saturday, 11am.

success of fee Cottage Prayeis

one of fee most important
things I do. Once in a while it

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

GRACE

than 12 noon on Saturday and

director of fee B.V Lester and
Gospel Choirs, a member of

helps to eat some of fee food

for Sunday services and any
other service by calling fee
church at 822-4869 no later

-Evangelism Ministry, 1st and
3rd Saturday, 10am.
-Missionaiy Society and Cir

Rev. Jones credits his wife
of 31 years, Ann, wife being, .
“My best support: during his
chronic bouts wife illness.
“When feey say for better or

AH Nations Church of God By Faith

F
E
L
L

-CYYA Choir rehearsal, 3rd
and 4th Saturday, 10am.

Gospel

fee Board of Deacons, and as
visitatiqnminister.

If you are seeking a churdi
Rest to you. We are the
church...where Christ is fee.

nia, featuring ■ Rev. Sammy

Bible

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

everyone of you Sis. Carrie
Hames, Chairperson.

home, we extend Traveler’s

6:30 Boy Scouts:

The Joneses are fee parents of
three adult children, and feey

’

dialysis should make sure feeir
family gets involved, because
fee family gives you fee
strength you may not other

Church wish to extend an invi

fee fifth Sunday at 5:30pm.

your renal diet. I know that’s

same enthusiasm observed in

one around him and has taught

American Baptist Churches of
fee South, and has also served
as interim secretaiy for Area 4.

Pastor Dawkins and fee
membeis of Befeel AM.E.

services held each Sunday
beginning wife Sunday School

during our Pastor’s Anniver
sary. May God bless each and

and Evangelism Committee,

sick she’s always here for me.”

the patients and medical per

ter Qarice Pennington, direc
tor of fee Board of Christian
Education, for Area 4 of fee

Bethel
A.M.E.

Pastor D. Franklin Browne
and fee members graciously
invite you to our spirit-filled

chairman of fee Membership

sonality, Rev. Jones carries that

sonnel at Bay Area Dialysis
Center. He encourages eveiy

Nominating Committee. Mrs.
Jones- was secretary to Minis

Travelers Rest MB

room for fee doctor to speak to
them privately.

True to his spirit-filled per

Bethel Community’s pulpit, to

bership and Evangelism Com
mittee and chairman of fee

Ann and Lattimore Jones
continuously praised feeir

ASr.

personally. Also, when you’re
on dialysis, you should stick to

worse, feey were talking about
Ann. When she was sick I was
there' for her, and when I’m

Sunday, September 20th.

ety, co-chairman of fee Mem

Rev. Jones says he works
High School where he gradu
wife others at Bay AreaDialated in 1966.
. ysis Center in an effort to keep
Rev. Jones accepted a call
feeir hopes up. “Patients on

Bayfiont Medical Center’s

over a year and has served,
more than 100 hours. When he
was well, Rev. Jones talked
with patients as they entered

and Moody Bible College. For

w-..-.t-'T'

1045 - 16th Street S„ St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services
Sunday SChool'.........^,....8:45 a.m.
Worship ServiCe ...............10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.........Wed., 7:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

s
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10th Street
Church Of God

City To Dedicate
StPetersburg Area
Baseball Boulevard Women Named To
The Eckerd 100

ST. PETERSBURG-On 1940? Strollers along Baseball
Friday, September 18 at 5 p.m. Boulevard also understand the
outside the Tropicana Field effects of World War II on St.
rotunda, city and baseball lead Petersbuig, when wartime
eis will dedicate the Jim
Healey & Jack Lake Baseball
Boulevard. The new architec
tural monument is a trail of 84
brass plaques, each the actual
size of a Major League Base
ball home plate, which tell a
year-by-year history of base
ball in St. Petersbuig begin
ning with the city’s first season
of spring training in 1914.
The home plates begin at
J Florida Power Park at Lang
5 Field and travel along the
south sidewalks of Central
J Avenue to Tropicana Field.
1
“Baseball Boulevard is
? similar to Boston’s famous

5 Freedom Train,” said the City
2 of St. Petersbuig Marketing
< Director Anita Treiser. “But

Rev. James C. Eubanks
Pastor Chester James and
the 10th Street Church of God

Rev. James C. Eubanks of
Community Church of God,

church family extend a warm

Ft. Lauderdale, FL will be the
guest speaker for the occasion.
10th Street Church of God
is located at 207-10th Street
North, Phone 327-9793.

and cordial welcome to one
and all as we celebrate our
Annual Friends and Kin Day
•on Sunday, September 27,
1998 at 11:00 a.m.

Unitarian
Universalist Church
Of Clearwater
Candidates Forum
CLEARWATER-The
Unitarian Universalist Church

Candidates will be running
in the November election and

of Clearwater will hold a Can
didate’s Forum on October 11,

will be from Pinellas County
and beyond.
The event is free and open
to the public. Refreshments
will be served.

1998 at 4 p.m. at the Church at
2470 Nuisery Road, off U.S.
19.

Faith Memorial
Dual Day-------Dual Day “98” is one of
the most outstanding events

Director.

that is held at Faith Memorial
M. B. Church.

church and other churches will
participate on the program.
The Youth Department has

A program with guest par
ticipants will be in charge
along with members of Faith is
sure to be spiritual and reward
ing.
Prior to Dual Day ‘98’
October 25, the young people
of the church are planning a
special program on October
18th. The music will be pro
vided by the Youth Choir with
Mrs. Cara Dixon-Taliaffero,

Various

youth of the

selected the speaker. Services
for both days will begin at
10:35 a.m. Only one seivice
both dates will be held.
Membeis of the communi
ty are invited to come out and
support the young people and
also share in Dual Day ‘98’.
Jernard Woodard is chair
man and Faye LumpkinChurch is general chairperson.

2 while Boston had patriots and
J tea parties, StPetersbuig has a

J rich baseball legacy from 84
■I seasons of spring training.
We’re beginning a new chap
ter in history as the only mar
ket in America that has a year
round franchise which also
hosts its spring training in the
same dty.”
Not only do the plaques
highlight which teams trained
in St. Petersbuig, and which
went on to win pennants or
World Series, they tell little
known tales of a town
entranced by the annual
springtime ritual. For exam
ple, did you know that an alli
gator chased Babe Ruth off the
field at the Crescent Lake Park
in 1925? Or that Waterfront
Park hosted a new type of ball
game-Donkey Baseball in

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

ST. PETERSBURG-The
Newschannel 8 Volunteer Fes
tival will be Saturday, Septem
ber 26 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the Countryside Mall. The
Fair ofters the public an oppor
tunity to meet non-profit
agency representatives and

from mall merchants will be
given away between entertain

gather information on the
agency and it’s volunteer
opportunities.

other local acts including a
roaming baibershop quartet,
clowns, and dance groups.
The SwashBuclers will per
form about 12:30 p.m. with a
brief autograph session follow
ing the performance. Prizes

ment acts. Entertainment will
begin about 11:15 a.m.

;

The Fair will feature enter

The event is organized by
the Volunteer Action Center

tainment from the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
Cheerleaders,

and is free to the public.

“SwashBuclers,” along with
..JT

-

i .-

f

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essential? — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

Hires Hairstyling
3427 - lltk Avenue Nortk
St. Petersburg, FL-33713
Telepkono: 3^3-8649

founder of Gilda’s Qub and
others noted for women’s

TAMPA - Hillsborough organized the outreach for
County will participate in um as a workshop to pro
the Tampa Bay Clean Ar vide information on the air
Outreach Forum September quality standards and im
24th to learn more about

plications for local, region

new, more restrictive feder
al air quality standards. The

al and state officials. The

new standards could impact
the region, from transporta
tion planning to land use
regulations.
The federal Environ
mental Protection Agency
(EPA), Hillsborough Envi

tral Florida Air Quality Co
ordinating Committee have

workshop, scheduled for
8:30am to 4pm, Thursday,
Sept. 24th, at the Tampa
Convention Center, will fa
cilitate discussion among
business and industry lead

officials are encouraged to
attend this forum to discuss
key air pollution and health
issues that may impact their
districts. Business and in
dustry leaders will also
benefit greatly from the
discussion and information
presented. The conference
is free and open to the pub
lic.
Program highlights in
clude discussion of:

ers, as well as citizens. The
Tampa Convention Center
is located at 333 South

standards.

Franklin Street, Tampa, FL
33602.

• Timetables for imple
mentation.

Local, regional and state

• Regulatory require
ments for local and state

• The new air quality

NEWS DEADLINE IS
4 RM. MONDAY

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St.Petersburg, FL 33705

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30,00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address
City
Phone

State

Zip Code

Is this a renewal?—If so, who is your carrier?.
Due to the rising costs of printing
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

ST. PETERSBURG
by
Bob Gilder

issues.
The symposium will cele
brate the extraordinary com
mitment of these 100 women
and will be a forum for them to
exchange ideas, resources and
-infoimation with other women
like themselves, and with
female community leaders
who have made significant
contributions to women’s
issues. Roundtables and moti
vational seminars will be con
ducted based on the back
ground of the 100 women, as
well as topics of community
' concern and women’s issues
such as mentoring, leadership,
public speaking, overcoming
adversity and wellness con
cerns.
In addition, each of The
Eckerd 100 will receive a Web

TOGETHER

Campbell Park To Host
Crime Prevention Run
& Festival --------- ------Get your water bottles
ready and lace up your
sneakers. The Pinellas
County Urban League
(PCUL) along with the City
of St. Petersburg and Bax
ter Healthcare Corporation
will host the 14th Annual
5K Crime Prevention Run
and Festival in the Park on
Saturday, September 19th.
The race will begin at 10am

Programs at PCUL. 'Tve
witnessed a number of
things over the years that
President and CEO James
Simmons has brought to
the PCUL and to this event.
It's symbolic of the growth
and commitment by the
Urban League to the im
provement of this commu
nity."
Sirice 1978, the Urban

page dedicated to communi
cating information about her

at
Campbell
Park
Recreation Center, 601
14th Street South. It's a
family fun-filled event to

non-profit oiganization and a
minimum of five volunteer

month.

Nurses Tutoring Program

hours from their nominating
Eckerd drug store.

The park festival, from
10am to 2pm, features a

to the Minority Skills Bank

Nominations were adcepted at each Eckerd drug store
throughout the month of July.
An independent judging panel

basketball hoop competi
tion, face painting and free
food provided by several

chose The Eckerd 100 from
the pool of local nominees
selected by each of the 2,750
Eckerd drug stores.
Eckerd is the third laigest
drug store chain by store count.
Eckerd is a wholly owned sub
sidiary of JC Penny Co., Inc.
with more than 77,000 associ
ates, including 8,000 pharma
cists with revenue of over $9.5 .
billion in fiscal year 1997. Eck
erd is based in Qearwater, FL
and operates approximately
2,750 stores in 19 states from
Texas and the Mid-South to
the Atlanta Coast and the
Northeast region.

Tampa Bay Clean Air Outreach Forum

ronmental Protection Com
mission and the West Cen

Channel 8 Volunteer
Festival Coming To
Countryside Mall

ST.PETERSBURG-ASL

Petersbuig woman is among
those named to The Eckeid
restrictions brought a halt to
, 100, a prestigious honor roll
spring training. In 1945, it
selected from more than 2,700
wasn’t baseball that brought
women nominated nationally
Joe DiMaggio to town., it was
for volunteerism in their com
military duty, and he was sta
munity. The program, spon
tioned at the Don CeSar hotel.
sored by Eckerd Corporation,
Baseball Boulevard also
celebrates the centennial
honois the contributions of
anniversary of the opening of
local heroes who worked tire
the first Eckerd drug store by
lessly to bring Major League
recognizing women’s roles as
Baseball to St. Petersbuig. It is
community leadeis.
named in honor of Jim Healey
The nominee from the SL
and Jack Lake, both of whom
Petersbuig area and the issue
were instrumental in the con
she tackled is Penny Van Dyke
struction of Tropicana Field
who volunteers for the Police
(originally the Florida Sun
Patrol.
coast Dome) and the dty’s
“These women took the
success and securing a fran
initiative to improve the com
chise for Florida’s West Coast
munities in which they live,”
At Friday’s dedication,
said Julie Gardner, vice presi
mayor David Fischer will be
dent of marketing at Eckerd
joined by Council Chair Bea
Corporation. “They have
Griswold, other community
proven that one woman truly
leaders and representatives of
can make a difference. We are
both Jim Healey and Jack
very proud to recognize their
Lake’s families. After a short
accomplishments and include
program and unveiling, tradi
them in our efforts to further
tional baseball refreshments
women’s issues.”
will be served. The public is
Each of The Eckerd 100
invited to attend.
will receive an expense-paid
Jim Healey & Jack Lake
trip to Atlanta, Ga. to partic
Baseball Boulevard is spon
ipate in a symposium co-host
sored by the City of St., with
ed by Eckerd and Emory
special thanks to the Tampa
Women’s Center at Emory
Bay Devil Rays, Volume Ser
University. During the sympo
vices, St. Petersburg Area
sium, each woman will be pre
Chamber of Commerce Sports
sented with a $1,000 grant in
Council, the St. Petersburg
the name of her non-profit
Tunes, Tunes’ sports reporter
organization. Among the
Mark Topkin, local baseball
speakers at the symposium are
historian Karen Mathews
Dr. Johnetta Cole, presidential
distinguished professor at
Emory University; Baibara
Ferris, founder and director of
Washington, D.C.-based Wo
men’s International Democra
cy Center; Joanna Bull,

15

governments.
• Current and future pro
grams that improve air
quality.
• Regulatory impacts on
the Tampa Bay Region's
future transportation plans.

celebrate crime prevention

local vendors. Festival go
ers can also enjoy enter
tainment by WRXB 1590
AM radio and a variety of
demonstrations by the St.
Petersburg Fire -Depart
ment, Crime Watch groups
and a Florida Power Cor
poration bucket truck.
All of the activities
including the race are free
and open to all ages. Local
vendors and I\rone Square
Mall are donating prizes
including basketballs, foot
balls and Mall Perks gift
certificates for the top win
ners.
"Last year about 200
runners participated in the
race, and this year we
expect 3,000 to 4,000 par-'
ticipants for the race and
festival,"
Wilds,

says Jetie

Jr.,

Director

B.
of

League's mission is to
assist Arican Americans
and others in need to
achieve social and econom
ic equality. From the

to the Black-on-Black
Crime Prevention Program
started in 1985, the PCUL
continues to work national
ly towards its vision of
equality for all, standing
behind the theme, To
gether, We Can Make A
World Of Difference.
"We conduct many other
programs throughout the
year such as the Wea
therization Assistance Pro
gram and Low Income
Home Energy Assistance
Program," says Wilds, "to
air condition homes during
hot weather."
"The 5K Run and Festi
val is held in September
during crime prevention
month. Everyone is invited
to come out, get a little
exercise and have fun," she
added.
For more information on
the 5K run and festival,
contact the Pinellas County
Urban League at (727) 3272081.

PSTA. From Page.5
to Indian Rocks Shopping
Center.
Af this public hearing,

questions received will be
taken into consideration and
will become part of lhe official

There is no cost to at

PSTAstaff will review the pro

transcript.

tend the Tampa Bay Clean
Ar Outreach Forum, but

posed seivice adjustments and
address questions. The propos

attend may submit written

registration is required.
For more information,

als and supporting documents
will be available one week in

contact Michael Rowicki,
Hillsborough
County

advance and at the public hear
ing. With one week advance

•; Defining the affected
air quality region.

Metropolitan
Planning
Organization, at (813) 2757156.

notice, this information will be
available in proper foimat for
the hearing and visually
impaired. Any comments or

Persons unable to

comments before the public
hearing; comments should be
addressed to Pinellas Suncoast
Transit Authority, Attn:
December 1998 Proposed Ser
vice. Adjustments, 14840 49th
Street North, Qearwater, FL
33762-2983.

You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:
IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
• Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
• Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
• Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N„ 248-5683
• Cicily's Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
• Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
• Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
• Best Bros, Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue'
& Chestnut Street
• Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
• Orient Meats on Orient Road
• Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
• Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
• Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
• Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
• Tampa Hair on North Florida
• Golden Comb bn Main Street
• Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.
• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ,. 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1.405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority
IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr,
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drivg
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.
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ENTERTAINMENT
AHN Prime Broadcasts The
Premiere Of House Party 3

Pinellas Arts
Council &
. Mahaffey
Theater
Sponsors
Workshops &
Performances
For Teachers
CLEARWATER-The

Prime) “Prime-Time Presenta
tions” hosted by film legends,

any he’s ever encountered. No
matter how hard Play tries to
convince his friend that it’s a
mistake to get married, Kid is
having none of it

any man reconsider, and his
mischievous cousins (Imma

If Kid is goin’ out Play is

ture), who, when told they’re

determined to make him go out
kickin’,and he plans the most

too young to attend the bache
lor party, decide to give a little

outrageous, out of bounds, out
of control bachelor party ever
to hit the ‘hood.

bash of their own.

Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee,
broadcasts the premiere of the
hilarious film House Party 3.
Brought to you by AT&T,;
House Party 3 airs nationally
from August 24 through Sep
tember 30, 1998 on WWNB
September 18 and September
26 at 8:00 pjn and 11:00 a.m.

Also, Kid has some rela
tives in town for his wedding.
His smooth Uncle Vester
(Bernie Mac) has opinions
about marriage that could make

imported beers. If you’re look
ing for a place to engage in a

and enjoy some of Florida’s

quiet conversation or enjoy a

Theater in St. Petersbuig on
September 25,1998 from 8:30

unique scenery as well as casu

great book, the Florida FunTrain has that too.

ajn.-3:30 p.m. Designed for
elementary and middle school

and dinner menus ar available
for service in the guest cars to

Junction is the place to be. It is

teachers and administrators,

cover a wide range of appetites.

an action-packed game car

members of the PTA/PTO and

The
Tampa
Bay Raid

their lesson plans to teach lan
guage arts math, science,
social studies and related cur
riculum areas.

Two authentic Civil War
battles. Also the Blind Gun

Teachers employed by the

Party 3 Kid gets engaged and • the overall nervousness sur
Play plans the bachelor party, rounding the event, Kit isn’t
so prepare yourself for the ulti thrilled with his partner’s latest
mate house party,” he added.
business venture. They’ve

thing going on between her

will receive continuing educa

fiance’ and his ex, and before

tion credit for attending the

Veda says “I do,” she wants to
make sure Kid and Sydney

Showcase and may pre-regis

Play ( Christopher Martin)
lives. Kid is getting married
and Play must plan the bache
lor party. Play has a problem
and he’s worried. He’s
smoother his way ut of a lot of
tight jams and hip-hopped him
self around many hazards in his

despite the fact that the group
has yet to sign a contract with
them, and are currently negoti
ating with other managers. If
they don’t deliver the girls to
Showboat, Kid may just have
to be wheeled down the aisle.

comedians from HBO’s popu
lar “Def Comedy Jam” includ
ing Bernie Mac, Michael Col
yar, Joe Tony and Chris Tuck
er.

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

the crew includes a whole
For reservations and infor
bunch of fun and friendly char mation call 1-888-Fun Track
acters. The clowns will enter (386-8722).

JACKIE CHAM

0

CHRIS TUCKER
The FASTEST
HANDS
in the East

Experience the struggle

versus

the BIGGEST
MOUTH
in the West
tt

Fight, period fashion show,
mounted cavalry, artillery
night firings, ladies social
and tea, games for the chil
dren and entertaining sce
narios.
Gates open at 9am both

event and is listed in the Cata
log of Choice (#1003) for Pro
fessional Education offered by
Pinellas County Schools.
Pinellas County School Board

ter for the Showcase by call
ing the automated registration
line at 588-6152 or the Pro Ed
Center at 588-6224. All Pinel
las County Public School
teachers who do not pre-regis
ter and all private home school

until 10pm for night artil
lery firings and other enter
tainment. Sunday activities^
close at 4pm. Saturday and
Sunday battles begin at
2pm.
For more information
call Bob Goodrich at 727866-1686 or Ross Coker at
941-494-5744.
Send Us News!

|

If you have informa
tion that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'ii try to use it in
an upcoming issue.

teachers, aides, administrators
and parents may register at the
door on September 25. Please
call the Pinellas County Arts
Council at (727) 464-3327 for
further assistance.

William Eddins Conducts The Minnesota
Orchestra In 'On The Day You Were
Born'---------------------------------------------------- --------that is issued to only one video

Eddins, not only conducts this

each year, and other awards
including: Oppenheim Toy

musical adventure, but also

Portfolio Platinum, Parents’
Choice Silver Honor, Seal of

coast of Florida to a Minnesota

Approval from the Dove Foun
dation Review Board and an

brochures and information to Fun-Train.
leam about what to see and do
The FIbrida Fun-Train
at your destination, tickets offers a variety of vacation
available to purchase to area packages as well as same day
attractions a gift shop filled trips service, making the Funwith fun activities, toys and Train your one-step shop for
mementos of your trip.
travel to Orlando, South Flori
On the Florida Fun-Train, da or Tampa.

days. Saturday stays open
The Arts, Humanities and
Sciences Showcase is a free

little woiried. She cant’ help but
wonder if Ihere’s still some

“don’f’....
Be sure not to miss this.
You’ll also see three other

TAMPA - The 6th
Annual Tampa Bay Raid

to take the works! Witness
19th century history unfold
before your eyes!

Bay Performing Arts Center as
the keynote speaker.

a bi-level Space Shuttle play has a few tricks up his sleeve.
area. There is even a Movie You will find the staff puts a lot
Car to catch a flick, loads of of extra “frin” into the Florida

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

workshops will give teachers
and parents ideas and strate
gies to use arts activities in

The Showcase will feature
Fred Johnson from the Tampa

For kids of any age, The

filled with the latest high tech tain and captivate your atten
video games, virtual reality and tion. But look out, the magician

American Heart
Association

will take place September
19th and 20th.

groom himself has quite a bit to
deal with as well. In addition to

promised to deliver a hot new
female rap group, Sexy As A
Weapon (TLC), to promoter
Showboat (Michael Colyar),

al dining. Full breakfast, lunch

performances
available
schools and classrooms or for
field trips, as well as hands-on

new generation in the house,”
said Ossie Davis. “In House

House Party 3 follows the

under a thatched Tiki Hut and
palm trees. The Wine Bar &

Glass-domed guest cars
provide plenty of room to relax

Kid’s impending wedding. The

natural and logical progression
of Kid (Christopher Reid) and

start your vacation with loads
of fun! The Florida Fun-Train
is an amusement park on rails

will sponsor the 6th Annual

raucous hip-hop comedy seri
ous, but this time out there’s a

Of course, Play is not the
only one feeling the pressure of

relax and enjoy cocktails and
dance to the music from a DJ

Pub provides a cozy comer for
adults to sample fine wines,

If all this weren’t enough,
Kid’s high school sweetheart
Sydney (Tisha Campbell) is
back in town, and that’s got his
fiancee Veda (Angela Means) a *

“Kid ‘N’ Play return to the

aboard the Florida Fun-Train to

frin for the whole family.

and performing artists and arts,
histoiy and science organiza
tions and their educational pro
grams. Exhibits, a showcase of

young life, but this time he’s
facing a threat far greater than

There is a 50’s Diner equipped
with soda-fountain stools and
jukebox, and a Tiki Railbar to

filled with entertainment and

parents who home school, the
Showcase offers an introduc
tion to a wide variety of visual

NEW YORK—The African
Heritage Network (AHN-

TAMPA-Trips to South
Florida, Tampa or Orlando
don’t have to be boring. Hop

Education Consortium of the
Pinellas County Arts Council
Arts, Humanities and Sciences
Showcase at the Mahaffey

L-R: Kidd (Christopher Reid), Kid's fiancee Veda (Angela Means), Stinky
(David Edwards) and Play (Christopher Martin).

The Florida Fun-Train

STARTS FRIDAY!
'

MUVICO

'

PALM HARBOR 10

UNITED ARTISTS

1 '

UNITED ARTISTS

LARGO MALL 8

MOVES @a£ARWMER

1.

6.6th & 22nd Ave.
347-3379

10500 Ulmerton Rd.
581-5199

J

1/10M.NcfUS19&StRd580N
797-4858
J

(

AMCTHEATRES

AMC THEATRES

'l

SEMINOLE 8

TRI-CITY 8

TYRONE SQUARES

East Bay Dr. & U.S. 19
531-2882

66th St. & 22nd Ave.
347-9777

PINELLAS PARK

37912 U.S. Highway 19 North
I
944-2282

REGAL

AMC THEATRES

CROSSROADS 8

aiOMLN.OfRnebsSq.MS
I
576-5347

Outside Seminole Mall
393-8862
J

1

AMC THEATRES

www.lycos.com/rush

31G BLUES
SHOW

takes the viewers from the
AT THE

farm, showing how Frasier and
Heitzeg came to create this
work.

Spotlites

endorsement from Kids First!,
a program of the Coalition for
Quality Children’s Media.

153616 th Street So. St. Pete. FL 896-1066

The 30-minute On The
Day You Were Bom, recom

Chuck Roberson & The Starllte Band

mended for ages 3 and up fea
tures mysic by composer Steve
Heitzeg, performed by the
Minnesota Orchestra led by
Eddins and is produced by

William Eddins
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.African

American

William

Eddins conducts the Minnesota
- Orchestra in “On The Day You
Were Born." the award-win

Eddins also serves as the host,
is based on Debra Frasier’s
award-winning children’s book
of the same name, which has
sold over 800,000 copies and

ning title from the Orchestra’s

Minnesota Orchestra Visual
Entertainment, a division of the
Minnesota Orchestral Associa
tion, The video brings to life the
story of the Earth welcoming a
new child into its fold, through
lush, enriching original music

received the prestigious Par
ents’ Choice Gold Award.
series winch introduces kids. of.
The video received the

performed by the Orchestra,

till ages to the- Aits;

cutout illustrations, including
herds pf migrating animals,

Notes Alive1 children’s video

to be American Library Associa

released nationwide on home
video September .29. On The

tion’s 1997 Andrew Carnegie
Medal for- “Best Children’s

Dav You Were Bom,

Video of the Year,” ahd award

which

integrated with 3-D animation
of Frasier’s bright, bold paper-

along with Frasier’s narration
of her own stoiy. The eneigetic

Ladies Auxiliary &
V.F.W. Post 10174

Frankie Gearing & Maurice Fantane

1780 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Fri. - Sept. 18 & Sat. -19

Breakfast
Every Saturday
starting July 25
from 8 a.m. until ?

Tickets: 010 in Advance • 012 day of Show
tickets on Sale at the Spotlites
& at Star Tapes & CD’s
1234 34th St. So. 328-2261

Appearing
9:00 EM.

Door Prizes

Happy Hour
JEvery Friday - 5-8 pan.

Lunch: $3.50 Everyday

We have great food.
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BCC-& FAMU Gospel Concert Resounds Joyfully In
The Halls Of Tropicana Stadium——-——————

17

Rambling
With

Charles HOward
"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

ST. PETERSBURG-’Oh

Today is here, use it.

come and magnify the Lord
with me” in song, in praise and

Tomorrow may not come,
So don't wait on it."

in spiritual magnificence!

896-2152

Immediately following the
winning game of the Tampa
Bay Devil Rays on Sunday,
September 13, 1998 with a
score of 10-5, the positively
talented young performers
from Bethune-Cookman Col

More Unique Ways

Louise

To Stretch A Dollar

Armstrong and Edgar D.
White, III. ‘

Loot for librarians! A
veritable plethora of finan
cial assistance in the form
of scholarships, grants and

lege Choir and Florida A&M
University stepped up to
‘home plate’, ‘batter’s eye’ and

loans has been set aside for
students in library educa

center stage before an await
ing crowd of fans and specta

tion. You can get the low

Johnson,

Blake

Maryland Trip
'Bay Bay Gang' during
the month of July took to
the skies for a delightful
trip to the Washington, DC,
area for a Cancerian party.
While there, the group

tors.

down from librarians, guid

This was the “Spirit of
Tampa Bay Gospel Series”

ance counselors or finan
cial aid officers of your col

were hosted by Sylvia
Matthews
and
Peter
Williams (Donald 'Duck'

that featured longtime rival

lege. Or send a self-ad
dressed label to Library Ed

Butler, who is formerly of
St. Petersburg, FL). Also,

ucation Division, American
Library Association, 50

Ed Leggett. Fun! Fun! Fun!

colleges Bethune-Cookman
College Concert Chorale and
Florida A&M
Gospel Choir.
The

University

anointed

East Huron Streqt,, Chi
cago, IL 60611 for a copy
of the booklet 'Financial

musical

extravaganza also included
performances by singers from

Assistance

church and community choirs

Education..

for

Library

was what it was all about.
Phone Connection
Was what it was all
about last Sunday night
when Pat Williams and I

from the St. Petersburg area

Happy Birthday

chatted on the telephone for
about an hour. She was get

such the Alumnae Gospel
Singeis who led Tampa Bay

- Today, 9-17-98, Gilbert
C. Miller, 19th thru 23rd,

ting her sons ready for
school Monday morning,

Devil Rays

Alma Holland, Charles
Franklin, Robert Critten,

Billy and John who are 14

Game in the

Negro National Anthem;
Greater Mt. Zion A.M.E.

Roberta McQueen, Rebec

and 10. They all are doing
fine and send their love. I

YoungAdult Choir, led by Ms.
Wanda Reed-Crumb and

ca Turner, David Anthony

told Pat to tell Philly I said

Belvin, Herbert L. Johnson,

hello.

accompanying them were

Nyiah White, Helen Byrd,

many, many youth from their
church who truly exemplified

Pamela Belvin, Carl Moss,

Until next week, jump to
it!

the spirit of the Lord in song..
As you can see, the audi
ence clapped, sang and made a
joyful noise unto to the Lord
while

receiving blessings

through the performances of
these young adults. These kids
qre really talented and
although they may be rivals,
their rivaliy is always in the.
spirit of love, truth and the
encouragement .^toward one
another.

SUMMER
SPECIALS
"Celebrating Our 21st Anniversary"

Thanks to Jesus and YOU - OUR CUSTOMERS

GIZZARDS &.HOT WINGS

3 PCS DARK<,>,
I
J.

you or someone you know

You must bring the follow
ing documentation with you-:

need an air conditioner? need

Proof of Income tor al wage

repairs on your central air sys

earners in the household,
social security cards for all

ST. PETERSBURG-Do

tem? need a fan? need help
with your eneigy bill?

household membeis and a cur

If you meet low income

rent eneigy bill. Be prepared to

criteria, you may be eligible tor
one or all of the above - Free!

answer questions about your
present cooling system.

Applications are available

You must apply on or
before September 30,1998.

at any Florida Power payment
office or at one of the Urban
League offices listed below:
LIHEAP Office, 327 9th Street
South, St. Petersbuig, FL 827-

This is a first come, first

Mid Peninsula
Seafood
Market & Restaurant
OPEN Mon.-Sat., 11am-9pm ‘Closed Sunday

•T[F,-Popcom-5Erimp
"TOO TIRED TO
< COOK?
ORDER THE"'

TAIL GATER!

benefits through this program.

FEEDS 4r6

Funds provided by the
Florida Department of Com

581-7661.

munity Affairs.

1217; OMNI Center, 1801

10 PCS DART?'

10 PCS MIXED

$4.99

$6.99

FAMILY OWNED OVER 20 YEARS
327-03(39 • 4OO 49th Sfctwfc South ♦ Sfc. Ffcfcers Petersburg ♦ 32S-63O9

serve process. You could, qual
ify for up to $1,000.00 in total

119th Street North, Laigo, FL

^JjFiristcome,firstserved.
.L^ited Quantities Per Game.

Sr

PCUL Offers
Energy Assistance

free;

1* Pev« R<ays Titket plus Parking
$30 Purchase or Over. '

• 1 Lb, Fish Fingers

• Family Siz* Frfes
• Pint Coh Slaw
• Doz«n Compuppfes
• Upgrade To Lang*
Shrimp For $6,00

ONLY

Little Red Hamburger

99tf

Cheese 25<£ Extra

Big Red Hamburger
& 1 Small Fry $2.69
Cheese 25tf Extra

2 Pc. Chicken (Dark)
& 1 Small Fry $1.99
2 Wings &
1 Small Onion Ring

$2.39

LUNCH SPECIAL

5 Pcs. Dark & 2 Rolls

$3.59

I Big Red Hamburger
1 Small Hot Fry & 1 16 oz. Soda
$2.79 Cheese 25tf Extra

10 Pcs. Dark & 4 Rolls

$4^99

10 Pcs. Mixed & 4 Rolls

$6.99

All specials, end at 11.P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials,

WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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St. Pete
Final Rites
BURTON,

LTZZJE-

departed this life recently.
She leaves to mourn her
passing her mother, Marv
Golphin; her children,
Josephine Burton and com
panion, Johnnie, Terrie Bur
ton and companion AL Vir
ginia Burton, Raymomd
Golphin (Mary), Leroy Gol
phin (Carrie) Ulysses Bur
ton (Doris) Rickey Burton
(Eartha); five brothers and
sisters, Wonzie Golphin,
Prince (Clementine), Noah
(Frankie Mae), James
(Jean), David (Mamie),
Catherine Burton Girard,
Bernice Moody (Nollie),
Eugenia Ferguson (Willie),
Lena Andeison and Mary
Golphin along with a host of
other family and friends.
Funeral
arrangements
entrusted to Creal Funeral
Home, St Petersbuig, FL

FRAZIER, RICHARD
JR. - departed this life Sep
tember 2, 1998. Mourning
his passing are his surviving
spouse, Richie Frazier and
his seven children; James
David McSwain (Vemice),
Mary Helen Frazier Bell
(Joe), Richard Frazier,
Theresa Ann Frazier and
stepdaughter, Ebony Nicole
Massey; three sisters and a
host of other family and
friends. Funeral arrange
ments entrusted to Creal
Funeral Home, St. Peters
buig, FL______ _________

MC, Robert and Ronnie
Hudson; four sisters, Geor
gia Hudson, Emma May
berry, Marilyn and Carolyn
Hudson; a son-in-law,
Walsh Flagg; a granddaugh
ter, four sisteis-in-law and a
host of other family and
friends. Funeral services
entrusted to Young’s Funeral Home, Qearwater, FL

ROBINSON,

Creal Funeral Home, St
Petersburg, FL

JAMES

E.-f>assed August 25,1998.
He leaves to cherish beauti
ful memories four sons:
James E. Robinson, (Terri)
Joseph Perry, Andrew
Robinson and Delric Miller
(Ruth); four daughters,
Sycia Harris (Thomas W.),
Katrina Peterson, Sharon
Miller and Diane Lang
(Fmak); one brother, Jackie
Ray Robinson; four sisters:
Betty Ballard, Delma Lyna,
Rose Mae Robinson and
May Frances Robinson.
One sister-in-law, fourteen
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren, two special
friends, Eugdne Kitchen
and Roy Turner and a host
of nieces, nephews, cousins
and many friends. Young’s
Funeral Home, Qearwater,
FL
______________

ROGERS-MITCHELL,
WILLIE , CULLENpassed September 3,1998. •
Leaving to mourn and cher
ish her memories her grand
daughter, Marcella Precious
Mitchel-Faucette, her hus
band Samuel J. Faucette, ID;
a great grandson, Samuel J.
Faucette, IV; a sister-in-law,
William Mitchell several
nieces, nephews, cousins
and many sorrowing.
Funeral services entrusted to

Young's
Funeral
Home

'

.

SHEPARD,

a

OSSIE-

passed September 5, 1998.
Leaving to cherish her
memory are one son and
daughter-in-law, Charles
and Gelila Shepard; one
brother, Nathaniel Myrick;
one sister, Polly; one
nephew, Deacon Jimmie
Lee; six grandchildren; thir
teen great grandchildren; 2
great, great grandchildren
and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and other
femily and friends. Funeral
arrangements entrusted to
Creal Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg, FL___________

VINSON,
ARTHUR
LEEr-d&pwted this life
August 22,1998. He leaves
to cherish his memoiy a lov
ing wife, Mollie Coleman
Vinson, and eight children.
Daughters include Lula
Mae Jones,
Ara Mae
Brown, Deloris Coleman,

Phyllis Vinson-Dunbar and
Kathleen Coleman sons,
Christopher A. Vinson and
Kenneth Jones; brother
Riley; sister, Masedna
Speid; son-in-law, Gene E.
Dunbar;
brother-in-law,
Edmond Speid seventeen
grandchildren, ten great
grandchildren, many nieces,
nephews, relatives and
friends who will honor his
memory.

1 Gainesville
Final Rites

BROWN,

TERRY-

passed August 29,1998. His
memoiy will be cherished
by a son Teny Dean Brown,
Jr.; four sisters, Carolyn
Harris, Baibara Jean Stew
art, Belinda Stewart, Sheila
Brown; three brothers,
Alvin and Dennis Stewart
and Jermaine Brown; one
brother-in-law, Ivoiy Harris;
two sisters-in-law Faye and
Dee Stewart and a host of
uncles, aunts, grand uncles
and aunts nieces, nephews,

0

cousins, and sorrowing
friends. Funeral arrange
ments entrusted to Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville,
FL
;
.
.

Leslie M. Mazon and
Shehell Robinson (Thomas);

COX, BLANCHE GRAHAM-Omega, August 30,

Black, Burnell Diston, Linda
Jacobs (Charles); thirteen
grandchildren, three great
grandchildren and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins and
sorrowing friends. Funeral
service entrusted to Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville,
FL_________________ ____

1998. She leaves to cherish
loving
memories
her
beloved husband Author
Cox; her children, Matheria
“Pat” Davis, Benjamin,
Leola Cox Williams (Otis)
Anny Biyant; adopted chil
dren, Cynthia Only, Alice
Jones
(Melvin)
Linda
Mitchell (Bill), Gregory
Williams; sister Katherine
Chandler, sisters-in-law, Flo
rence Cox, Dorothy Graham,
Ella Cox, Maigaret DeSue,
Queen Ester Williams, Luch
Lee McCann (Jerry), Nina
Bryant;
brothers-in-law,
Thurman Cox, Charlie
Roberson (Cora), Ulace Tay
lor, Eddie Biyant; twenty-six
grandchildren; twenty great
grandchildren; six great,
great grandchildren and a
host of nieces, nephews,
cousins and sorrowing
friends. Funeral services
entrusted to Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville, FL

GILBERT, TIFFINEY
ZMAAE-departed this life
September
5,
1998.
Tiffiney’s life began when

she entered this world to the
WILLIAMS,
prbud parents of Richard
CLARE/VCE-passed during
Anthony and Jacklin Louise
the month August, 1998.
Gilbert. In addition to devot
Those who survive him are
ed parents, Tiffiney leaves to
one son-, Lorenzo Williams;
cherish her memories sibligs,
his
mother, Mabie Williams
Brittney Antonisha and
Thomas;
five brothers, Dr.
Richard Gilbert II; grand
Detroit R. Williams, Clifford,
mother, Mary Neal; grandfa
‘
David,
Elder Joe (Lillie) and
ther, Daniel Neal, Sr., aunts,
Otis
D.
Thomas; seven sis
uncles, cousins, and a host of
ters,
Thelma
Hunter (Wilie),
sorrowing relatives and
Flora Thomas (Jim), Delores
friends. Funeral arrange
Black (Aaron), Mabie Ann
ments provided by Chestnut
Qemson and Andea Thomas
Funeral Home, Gainesville,
as
well as a host of other fem
FL
ily and friends. Funeral ser
MAZON, WILLIE- died
vices
entrusted to Chestnut
August 29,1998. His memo
Funeral Home, Gainesville,
iy will live on in the hearts of
FL
a loving and devoted wife of
twenty-eight yeais, Beverly
A. Mazon; three sons, Willie,
Jr., Jimmy and Willie Taiwan
Rollins; three daughters,
Willie Pearl Howard (Artie),

Funeral Home P.A..
“Your Friends Who Care”

Robert C. Young

Home, Ocala, FL

Dr. M.L. King St Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L King Street South
1
St. Petersburg. FL 33705
UNCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATiON IS AVAILABLE
Licensed Funeral
Directors

A.L.. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Funeral Director
Since 1975

life September 6,1998. He
leaves to cherish his memo
ry his loving and devoted
father, Leon; his stepmother,
Jean; two sisters, Karen
Watts-McCoy, Dr. Elizabeth
Watts; one nephew, Eric
William McCoy; three
aunts, Annabelle Turner,
Mildred Watts and Alfreta
Watts; one uncle, Henry
Adams, a God-ssiter, Louise
Gibson and a host of other
relatives and friends. Funer
al arrangements provided
by Cunningham Funeral

Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
896-2602

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

732-5353

A Full Service Firm

LEON
WATTS,
ALONZO- departed this

Creal Funeral
Homes

—■CUNNINGHAM’S

“Quality and Service”

Charles S. Chestnut, HI, LF.D. • Charies S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue
(352)372-2537
P.O. Box 592
(352)377-6128
.Gainesville, FL 32602
Fax:(352)377.5678

Ocala
Final Rites

five brothers, Wallace Elijah,
J.C. (Elizabeth), Jerome and
Irving Mazon; five sisters,
Dorothy Mazon, Alice M.

State Approved Pre-Funerat
Arrangement Plan
Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Serving From nvo Convenient Locations

1005 Howard Street

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

GAYE, ERIC LAMONTLNCORRECTLYPRINTED
LASTWEEK passed recent
ly. He leaves to cherish his
memories his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William M. Gaye;
grandparents, Robert and
Ethel Bludson (deceased),
Martha Gaye, Homer Lee,
Garnett and Wiley Mitchell;
brothers, Wiliam, Robert,
Antwan and Voltez Gaye;
sisters, Sheila and Duana
Gaye; his companion,
Martha Dennis and a host of
other sorrowing family and
fiiends. Funeral services
arranged by McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg, FL

Dwayne E. Matt

An Easy Way to Pay
Iii Advance For Your Funeral

Immaculste Matt

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
C7X7) 3X8-O4«»fe
|
1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33*707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician
"Yes,, that's right, there
is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and
have peace of mind.”
Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the SouPs Highest Calling"

The average funeral costs much less today than most
people think. However, in the future, an average funeral
will cost more.
If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't
pose a financial burden to those left behind.
Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your
needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan
you want and ifyou relocate-your plan goes with you.

WHEN ONLY MEMORIES REMAIN.. .
LET THEM BE BEAVTIFUL.
We believe that each service
should be rendered reflecting
the beauty of one’s life.
Rendering this type of service is not
only a priority, but a reflection of a

Don't delay....

CARING STAFF.
HUDSON,
LARRY
EARL, SR.- passed August
27, 1998. Larry’s family
will also mourn his passing
but cherish memories of
him, they include: one
daughter, Bobby Flagg; one
son, Larry Jr.; ten brothers,
Gus, Willie, Luther, Henry,
Jimmy, George, Johnnie,

Call or Write to us today
to leam more about
funeral planning.
McRae Funeral Home

1534 - 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

1940 Marrin Luther King. jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813)895-6005

Taking Time to Serve Others

894-2266
Jerome B. Smith, President-LF.D.« Hubert C. Reynolds Jr. Family Service Counselor-L.F.D.
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
City of St. Petersburg
MANAGER, HUMAN RE
LATIONS
(Community Affairs Depart
ment)
$36,500 - $56,200
Closing date 10-2-98
Responsible
supervisory
work of a technical nature ii
the Community Affairs De
partment, Human Relations
Division in the investigation,
determination and resolution
of discrimination complaints
alleging violation of city
county, and federal anti-dis
crimination laws. Must be a
graduate from an accredited
four year college or universi
ty with major course work in
law, business administration
public administration, soci
ology or related field, sup
plemented with some gradu
ate work in a field related to
human relations. Must pos
sess 3-5 years of manage
ment experience, preferably
involving investigative case
management. Considerable
human rights experience is
highly desirable. Must also
be familiar with Windows
and Corel WordPerfect 8.0.
GRAPHICS DESIGNER II
$26,021 - $38,355 .
Closing date 9-18-98
Skilled technical and lead
supervisory work of an ad
vanced level involving the
design, illustration, layout
lettering and production of i
variety of graphic materials
Must be a high school gradu
ate or possess a GED certifi
cate. Some college level
course work in graphic or
commercial art is desirable.
Must have experience with
desktop publishing, Quark
XPress, and Adobe Photo
shop and Ill ustrator. Strong
layodt anh design skills, and

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS
6th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

NEED 30
"A.N.G.E.L.S."

Guardian ad Litem Program Attorney - Provides legal services to the
Guardian ad Litem Program and prog, volunteers, appears in court regu
larly to litigate cases, prepares pleadings and is responsible for all
appeals. Supervises program pro bono attorneys. Req. membership in FL
Bar and litigation exper. preferably in juvenile court. Salary 3,213.56
monthly + state bnfts;
Legal Information Technology Specialist - Provides technical info sys
tems and legal research svcs. and computer training to judges and court
staff, researches law and prepares documents to assist Court Counsel,
updates court legal and admin, postings on internet web page. Req. bach
elors degree, paralegal training and min. 2 yrs. exp. in info technology
(Windows environ) including legal research and/or web design. Salary
$1,093.63 biweekly + county bnfts.
Sr. Office Specialist - Performs admin, and clerical wk. monitoring juve
nile detention population and related commitment and restitution docs,
providing info and referral regarding juvenile court svcs., providing sup
port to juvenile admin, and staff attorneys. Req. HS and 3 yrs.
admin./clerical exp. Prev. legal exp’ preferred. Salary $825.38 biweekly +
County bnfts.
COURT APPLICATIONS only by September 25. Available at:
- Pinellas Cty. Historic Old Courthouse, 324 S. Ft. Harrison Ave., Rm.
102, Clearwater
- Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd fir., Rm. H3004 (Fiscal
Offiee) Clearwater
- County Building, 150 Fifth St. N., Rm. 310 (Alt. Dispute), St.
Petersburg
- Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco Judicial Center, 7530 Little
Rd., New Port Richey
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a disability requiring a
special accommodation to participate in the application process should
call 813-464-4646.

Free Training!
Earn $7.00 an Hour!
Work Your Own Schedule!
Learn to work as an on-call
substitute in county
child care centers.
Become part of the Access
Network Group of Early
Learning Substitutesthe A.N.G.E.L.S. Project!
Call Kathi Barrett at 547-5789
Coordinated Child Care

CAR-JACKING’’

MODELS
BETWEEN

Is A Dangerous Problem
Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

only.

Weekly

to

SEE HOW

St. Petersburg

YOlf can make
a difference !
Help support
our paper by
patronizing our
advertisers !

discounts, and more!*

FULL-TIME & PART-TIME POSITIONS
• Head Cashier

• Cash Office Administrator

• Jewelry Lead

• Store Detective

• Merchandise Lead

• Merchandise Associate

• Custodial Lead

• Backroom Coordinator

TJ. Maxx is an equal opportunity employer committed to workforce diversity. ADMsionof
The TJX Companies, Inc.
(•Benefit eligibility varies depending on hours worked ent length of employment.)

f
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

ASSOCIATE CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of tne
'

of the construction process.
Other special knowledge, skills and abilities apply. Call the contact person
below for those requirements. Recruiting salary range is $587.21 to $842.76
biweekly. Ple.ase submit a completed 6/95 or later version of a State of Florida
Application prior to 5:00 p.m. on September 18, 1998 to:

terminally ill.

Accepting Applications

MARY ELLEN MAURER
1838 61ST STREET
SARASOTA, FLORIDA 34243
(941)359-5696

RNs, LPNs

EOE/Drug Free Workplace
No Faxes Accepted

300 E. Bay Drive

PINELLAS COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY

1

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE

Equal Housing Opportunity
Equal Employment Opportunity

CITY OF

407 629 315

ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

$500 FREE GROCERY
COUPONS OF YOUR
CHOICE FOR TRYING
OUR MEDICAL PLAN
DENTAL-VISION
PRESCRIPTIONS

SAVINGS
¥580%
$15 Mth Household - $9 Mth
Individual. Pre-Established Rates.'
Oral Exam $5. X-Rays $15. Teeth
Cleaning $15. Fillings - Amalgam
$20, Composite $35, Sedative $20.
Extraction $35. Root Canal Anterior $3 95, Bicuspid $250.
Porcelain Crown $395. Dentures Upper or Lower $450. Braces Children $1850, Adults $1950.
•Over 200 Dental Procedures.
Cosmetic Dentistry & Specialists.
•Over 12,000 Optical Providers.
Eye Exams & Surgery.
• Over 35,000 Pharmacy Locations.

READING IS VITAL
FORTHE MIND!
Are You ReAdiNq This?

-Over 10,000 Per Month JoiningMember Or Sates Details Mailed.

RES U IT S

(8t3)

AdvERTisE ilM

®tfe ^Beeklg Cljallenger

866-8106

We weletfrtte Your Letters"
To Trie Editor

Send your lectors to:
2500"r 9th street South *
' St. Petersburg^ fl 33707

BB"

ATTENTION
renot’d/Zn^:
J| commerctaf or residential property t.

»

j

DR ’

'

ik >- "*

H
Having problems with:
« (Zoning • Boarrlof Adjustment (BOA)
Eirvironmental Development Commission
• (EDC) • Code Enforcement •
Building Dept. 4 Permits '
H
Consult with ujt Jirst. CnH'for an
ib.

.

' appointment now.

READA

WAG DESIGNS

NEWSPAPER

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

EVERY DAY

Hospice

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

518

896-2922
S.

Clearwater

offer, including flexible schedules,

for subordinates; monitoring arid obtaining samples thrdugh the various phases

£l

GREAT RATES
CALL 896 2922

9th St.

.3131 Executive Dr.

health insurance, merchandise

To be eligible, applicants must be age 62
or older. Accessible units available.

RATES ARE.

2500

discover all that TJ. Maxx has to

842 605 973

C Lass iFi Eds

OR COME IN TODAY:

Monday & Tuesday,
Sept. 21 & 22, 10am - 7pm
Marriott Courtyard

Join us at our Hiring Event and

CASH 3

REASONABLE OUR

Call

event with the best-of-the-best:
T.J. Maxx!

United Church Homes, Inc. announces the application
release for housing for Sterling Place, 600 Old Combee Road,
Lakeland, Florida. Applications are available at Believer's
Fellowship Church, 5240 N. Socrum Loop Rd., on Thursday,
September 24 from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and are available
on a first come, first served basis. Only 100 applications will be
released. A limit of two (2) application packets will be distributed
per person.
Call (800) 613-2462, ext. 334formoreinformation.

GET

Challenger?
You'll be happy

NEWsTQRE

Largo, FL 33770-3770

5- 1 7-2 4-8
6- 3 5-8 6-1

ADVERTISE IT IN THE

and advancement. So mark your

ffl

calendar and attend a hiring

586-4432

20-33-49

Preference in appointment
will be extended to eligible
veterans and, in some in
stances, spouses of eligible
veterans. To receive veteran's
preference, documentation
status must be submitted
time of application.

Why not

focuses on open communication

(Both FL cert, needed)

7-11-13

Applications will be received
the Employment Office,
One Fourth Street North, 4th
Floor on Mondays, Wednes

LIKE TO SELL?

offer our Associates an energized
and exciting environment that

& HHA./CNAS

ment.

SOMETHING YOU'D

As a leader in off-price retailing, we
I

(FL License Required)

PARKING
ENFORCE
MENT OFFICER .
Field work in the enforce
ment of City parking ordi
nances and regulations and
the issuance of computerized
parking tickets. Prefer high
school-graduation or possession of a G.E.D. certificate
With some public contact ex
perience. Experience using a
hand-held computer desir
able. Must possess and main
tain a valid Florida driver's
license. Residency Require

Do YOU HAVE

0„.Xhe-Ch8ffs OfH>r|ce getaiitng

opportunity in retail! It’s TJ. Maxx!

Inspectors for the Sarasota Construction Office. The position requires an indi
vidual to serve as an inspector for complex road and bridge construction pro
jects; reading plans, interpreting specifications; organizing daily work schedules

WANTED
7-23
TO

MODEL CASUAL AND
FORMAL WEAR IN
NATIONAL'S
1998
TAMPA
PAGEANT
COMPETITIONS.
NO
PAST
EXP.
NECESSARY/TRAINING PRO
VIDED. CALL ANY
TIME
1-800-564-7390
FOR MORE INFO.

FOR INFORMATION ON

ment.

and . Fridays

It offers flexible schedules, a
convenient.location, and great

The Florida Department of Transportation is seeking two Associate Construction

prodiiCtiyn i and pre-press
skills are: also required. Pre
fer experience in website
design. Residenci
cy Require-

days

Something new has
arrived in St. Petersburg.

(813) 327-1935

.

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
. ChufCh Events * Banquets
SChool'Activities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraterriity .Activities .
* Sports * Reunions

GALLAMYTJME
JDAY OR H8GHTI

The Pinellas County Housing Authority (PCHA) will maintain a
list of local civil rights organizations interested in. the operations
of the PCHA. Interested groups should notify the PCHA in writ
ing that they wish' to refceive notice of its actions, activities and
Board of Commissioners meetings. Written request to be added
to the PCHA mailing list should be addressed to:
Dean S. Robinson, Executive Director
Pinellas County Housing Authority
209 S. Garden Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33756

,.

BEHAVIORAL TECH

Libra
March 21 to April 19

Now that the sun’s lighting up
LiDra, issues of partnership will become
important, and any efforts to improve rela’ tionships will bear beneficial fruit. Your
love life will percolate for the next few
weeks under passion-inducing aspects.

Taurus
April 20 to May 20

...Y_Z_L Can’t remember your last trip
to Cloud 9? Venus’ love magic will send
you a thrilling reminder! After the 24th, a
new diet or exercise program could pay
off with gorgeous, slender results. Work
relations are favored all week.

September 23 to October 22

Thanks to the sun and Mercury
entering your sign, you'll be riding high on
an influx of energy and inspiration. After
the 24th, a tempting travel opportunity may
prove irresistible. A valuable ally could ,
arrive on the scene this week.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

With the sun in your dream 4
zone, nighttime visions could clue you in ‘
to future developments. Bask in favorable
attention from the opposite sex on the
23rd and 24th. Powerful stars are prepar- •
ing you for a career-making coup.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21

After the 23rd, romance will be
ori the upswing. Domestic worries will dis
appear after the 24th, allowing you to
focus more time and energy on some
much-needed R&R. Your best antidote fbr
too much socializing? Catnaps.

Cancer
June 22 to Juty 22

Good news about a family
member could make you smile on the
20th. Inspiration for a redecorating project
might spring from an unexpected source.
On the 23rd and 24th, a sizzling Scorpio
Moon could cause romantic fireworks.

With Mars and Saturn firing
ydur ambitions, romance could take a
back seat to career goals. Creative stars
highlighting your artistic side could prompt
experiments with fabric at home-nndulge
with the best you can afford.

Virgo
August 23 to September 22

With Venus in positive aspect
to Saturn, you’re taking wonderful care of
yourself—and it shows! Under spiritual
stars, a growing awareness of your spe
cial place in the universe will bring you
greater peace of mind.

-

Full time entry level position
for adult residential program.
High school diploma req.
Apply at PAR, 13880 66th
St. N., Largo, FL 33771 or
fax resume to 727-538-7232.
EOE/DFWP

Your Horoscope

July 23 to August 22"

BlLL THOMAS PHOTOS

'

* * * PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT * * *

High level professional posi
tion provides executive sec
retary & administrative sup
port to CEO Juvenile Wel
fare Board, also serves as
staff Secretary to the Juve
nile Welfare Board and par
ticipates as a member of
management staff. Should be
a creative, high energy, wellorganized and flexible pro
fessional. Proficient in Mi
crosoft Word, Excel' spread
sheets ahd executive admin
istration
protocols. Two
years college training, sup
plemented by courses in sec
retarial training, business ad
ministration, or related pro
fessional development, six
years additional experience
in executive secretarial and
administrative position, two
of which must be in CEO or
comparable senior mgt. le
vel. Hiring range $27,907 $37,210. Applications/ Res
umes no later than 5 pm
9/23/98 to Personnel, Juve
nile Welfare Board, 6698
68th Ave. N., Pinellas Park,
FL 33781-5060. Equal Op
portunity Employer.

November 22 to December 21

Mars in Leo fueling your urge
to wander could fill your head with far-off
images; take advantage of friendly stars
and book an exciting trip for two. And
remember to eat your Wheaties—you’ll
need plenty of energy!

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

-----------Thanks to favorable aspects,
you have another month of relaxed,
stress-free days to look forward to! A Libra
Moon on the 21st and 22nd highlights
your reputation, calling attention to mat
ters of career and community standing.

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

As if your life hasn’t been
exciting enough lately, two planets enter
ing your zone of travel, higher education
and relatives could spice things up even
more! Great career news arriving on the
24th could be a marvelous capper.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

Although Jupiter’s enlivening
your days, Venus is assuring you’ll smile
despite the hectic pace. Deadlines can
wait—by refusing to rush, you’ll learn to
enjoy each moment more. Make way for
fun with intriguing travel plans.
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You Could Win
A Few Million
Extra Bucks!

iMNlPtXi

America's Supermarket*
w.'.w.wjvs.v.w

www.winndixie.com
PRICES AHD ITEMS GOOD WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMDER 16 THROUGH TUESDAY, SEPTEMDER 22.199S
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1 998 - WINN-DIXIE STORES. INC. TAMPA DIVISION

